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THIS WINTER
A RAYMOND-WHITCOMB LAND CRUISE TRAIN provides ths
IDEAL WAY to see the main points of interest through the GREAT
WEST without trying stopovers.
For complete information apply to

FRED E. GIGNOUX
TOURIST AND TRAVEL BUREAU
MIDDLE AT EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

Electrify Your Radio
We Use

PHILCO and EXIDE A B SOCKET POWERS
RESULTS GUARANTEED
Drop In and Talk It Over

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
Rockland, Maine

Second
Liberty Loan Bonds
Are Called For Payment
NOVEMBER 15, 1927
Attention is called to the fact that more than
27,000,000 of past due Government Securities have
not been presented for payment.

If you have any we would be glad to collect them,
also the Second Liberty Loan Bonds and U. S. Treasury
Savings Certificates.

MAYOR CARVER’S PROCLAMATION

Saturday

Issue
Volume 82.................. Number 127.

INTERRUPTED VOYAGE

Dramatic Story of Mission Ship Maraval Told By One Who |
Was In Command of the Expedition.

Tlic City of Rockland is one of the principal bene
ficiaries of the new Carlton Bridge between Bath and
H’oolwieh, and in order that we may fittingly recognize
the opening of that structure next Monday morning, Oct.
2.}, 1 urge that as large a delegation as possible be present
on that important occasion. Prom the very inception of
the movement Rockland has been one of the most earn
est advocates of bridging the Kennebec, and now that tlic
result has been achieved let us be on hand to express our
gratitude.
[Signed]
JAMES F. CARPER,
Mayor.

(By Albert T. Gould)

this summer in Commander Donald
B. MacMillan's boat Seeko, we were
running In a like fog for Cape Rose
way. MacMillan’s Eskimo Interpre
ter, Able Bromfield, waa keeping a
•••
•••
bow lookout. Suddenly he shouted:
•••
To love one’s country Is to prefer
I hear something that sounds like
••• its interest to our own.—Wiliam *•*
the groaning of an old black bear.
••• Hazlltt.
*•*
*•*
>•.
It goes—ugh! ugh!"
It was the fog signal on Cape Itoseway
So on this occasion, we were
GREETED TEACHERS
glad to hear the "old black hear"
again, and by its "groan” steered our I
course to Lockeport Harbor, where
White Ribbon Reception Last
wo laid out the storm of Aug. 24 I
which took such heavy toll of life
Night An Enjoyable Af
Developments of the past 24 hours make it very evident that
among the fishermen off the coast of
j
the
excursion
to
Bath
Monday
morning
is
going
with
a
bang.
The
fair.
Nova Scotia.
___
1 Chamber of Commerce, appreciating the fact that the new structure
Over 100 lives were lost In that
At the Congregational church last
is the biggest blessing that has come to Knox County, has taken the
sudden gale, and many a staunch
'ikana. LUtWU XL TTVOTL
With flags gayiy flying and all on fishing schooner was sunk that night.
evening members of the local W. C. matter up vigorously, with a view to showing folks on the other side
board In high spirits In anticipation The revenue cutters are still cruis
UHVO dotUfcd. HHOun/Mtl
T. u. tendered a reception to the of the river how downright tickledwe are over here on the other
of a successful voyage to Labrador, ing off Cape Breton and Sable Island
who, JWCi on,
teachers of the city schools, mem- end of the Knox & Lincoln Division.
the good ship Maraval, a recent gift In search of the Lunenburg schooners
hers of the school board and Mayor,
At first there was a sort of aloofness about this excursion he- to the Grenfell Mission, sailed from that have not been heard from since
Tnd, ^nS' C.arver’ ,The rooms were cause many thought they might prefer to go over when the State Thomaston, bound to Indian Harbor, that fntpful nlgiit when the barometer
suddenly dropped from 30 to 28.9 and
^autu^0;XsW,A ,a£8dU- !llas its formal dedication of the Carlton Bridge. On second thought
the wind blew with hurricane fury
play
of
health
posters
made
by
the
,
it
occurs
to
many
that
they
would
like
to
be
on
the
first
train
that
commanded
by
Capt.
Ranlett,
set
sail
Future embarrassment if not ab
and the sea rose until great waves
school children jnade affine, showing I crosses that structure and that the weather will be decidedly more from the same port on the first set were breaking all along the rock- I
solute disaster may be avoided
and attracted much attention.
summerish than it is apt-to be on Nov. 25, which is now the tenta entitle expedition ever undertaken to bound coast.
NOW by obtaining first class in
Mrs. Hope Brewster, tn the name I
Labrador. It was therefore fitting
Even in the comparative shelter of
tive
date for the dedication.
of
the
W.
C.
T.
U„
gave
a
cordial
surance service from an agency
that the Maraval should choose , our harbor we spent an anxious night
greeting
to
the
teachers.
Rev.
Wal

In
other
words
the
people
of
Rockland
and
adjoining
towns
are
Thomaston as her port of departure, | while the wind whipped this way and I
qualified enough to know what it
ter S. Rounds made brief remarks. “going while the going is good,” and before the novelty wears off.
If Ihe good wishes of interested that and blew down trees and rocked
is.
“The W. C. T. U„” said he, “ls an or
The round trip fare of $1.73 is cheaper than staying at home and friends could have influenced her { the shipping. When wind and sea
ganization of women banded togeth
course, the Maraval’s voyage north- j abated, we ventured out. only to have
er to work for nodal betterment in wearing out shoe leather. This rate applies only to the special train, ward would have been attended with ’ dishes and everything that was not
their community. They have much leaving at 6.20 a. in. but the excursion tickets will be good to return continuous success, for, as she glided ! lashed down or stowed away dashed
in common with the teachers In that on any regular train that day.
down the St. George’s River, which, | about in lively fashion for a while,
they are trying to mold the mind of
When it became known here yesterday that 500 tickets had al in the golden days of America’s The sea went down fast, however,
youth to higher ideals."
maritime history, has borne .many a and after a fine run past Liverpool
Several musical numbers, piano ready been sold in Bath; that the schools of that city were going to stately ship bound to the East Indies, i and across Mahone Bay, we made |
and violin, were nicely rendered by close; and that the Bath Band was going to “squirt” Rockland’s pub
she carried with her the hopes and ! Sambro Island, hauled in for CheSidney Carr and Misa Marian Carr, lic spirit asserted itself and arrangements were made to hire a 15 hest wishes of the many friends of ' bucto Head, and before the first I
children of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Carr.
STATE
streak of dawn were fast alongside '
Misa Mildred Alley of Waterville piece band and to send along a big delegation from the Chamber of the Mission.
The Maraval was, indeed, a great . the dock at Halifax,
AGENTS
spoke on the alms and purposes of Commerce along with the citizens at large. Special hatbands desig acquisition to tho Mission. A beauti
iOCKLANO. MAINE 8
the W. C. T. U. as typified in the nating the members of the Chamber of Commerce will be issued
ful boat, finely designed and built,
Stopping only long enough for a
motto. "For God and Home and Na
The city will lie officially represented by Mayor Janies F. Car 81 feet overall, 76 feet on the water little sleep and some supplies and
tive land." By teaching early in life
line,
35
feet
beam,
driven
by
two
50
fuel, we left Halifax in clear weather
the fundamentals of faith that build ver, who will march at the head of the Rockland contingent.
for character, by making laws that
For the benefit of those who do not wish to take the entire day horse-power Winton gasolene en- I on Friday, Aug. 26. and headed down
protect the home against Intemper away from their duties the excursion train will make an early re gines, she was a splendid gift of a the coast for Cape Canso, keeping
generous friend, who not only pre- [ along the outer line of gas buoys that
ance and child labor, teaching les
turn, landing the patrons in Rockland again five minutes before the sented the boat hut also defrayed the „kirt that well lighted coast,
sons of loyalty, in Christian citizen
entire expense of putting her
into I So we
ran the night through,
ship. Miss Alley, ls a graduate of noon hour.
and operating her. all or [ dropping light on light, until towards
Cclby college, who has recently tak
The souvenir tickets issued for this excursion bear a facsimile commission
outlay.
dawn another of those tm penetrable
en up platform work. She lias been of the new bridge and will be interesting to preserve as mementoes which was no inconsiderable
• • * •
fogs that are never far away de
!erpgged as a State W. C. T. U. field
of a happy and momentous occasion.
Accompanying us on the trip were scended upon us when we were still
, worked lor three months and has
Miss Harriet Houghtellng and Miss some miles to tho westward of
'visited in Kennebec Piscataquis, PeMargaret Pierce, who were planning Canso. Although our log would have
I nohscot and Knox counties, and is
NEW TRAIN SCHEDULE
another visit to St. Anthony. It told us when we had run our distance
I engaged in Washington and Aroos
would be Impossible to have more out, It was nevertheless reassuring to
took
She speaks brilliantly and
congenial
traveling
companions. fall in with a little coasting steamer
[with conviction, and Is being well
Even In the midst of our misfortunes going the same way we were.
received in all places.
In Effect Next Monday—Greatly Improved Service Thanks at
Sydney, Cape Breton, they were
WIp overtook her just as the fog
Refreshments were served and a
cheerful and uncomplaining, made was closing In and hailed her by
social time enjoyed. Many thanks,
To the Carlton Bridge.
light
of
every
difficulty,
and
even
ex

megaphone. Her skipper shouted
arc due the very efficient committeq
tracted humor from what might beck through the darkness that he
1924 Overland Sedan $ 159 qf ladies—Miss Ada B. Young, ,J£rs.< ,
otherwise
have
been
a
most
try

was hound to Ariehat, and as thia
John Snow, Mrs. "Henry Chatto, Miss
Transportation service over the earlier, and 7.50 p. m„ 20 minutes
A good car for winter driving.
ing experience. Ours was, indeed, was in our general direction (we
Caro Littlefield and Mrs. Walter
earlier.
Knox
and
Lincoln
division
of
the
a happy
ship’s company.
IWe were bound to St. Peters on the
Rounds; also to those who furnished
Of equal interest ls the fact that had
two
experienced
engineers southern side of Cape Breton Island)
Maine Central Railroad will he
1923 Essex 4 Coach $145 the flowers and music.
the Sunday paper train will arrive at (George Hyland of Rockland and we followed in his wake, guided
revolutionized commencing Monday,
A bargain
9.50 a. m„ 55 minutes earlier than has Byron Sellers of Somerville) and a
Sweet singers, nimble dancers,
when trains begin running regularly been the custom for many years. An jolly, capable conk, (Mark Stone of hy his masthead light which glowed
funny
comedians,
with
new
jokes,
1925 Ford Sedan
$210
over the Carlton Bridge erected over other Important change will he, the Martinsville) who could "conjure up” or dimmed like a will o' the wisp with
each variation in the density of the
wonderful music by their own or
the Kennebec River at Bath at a cost Sunday train leaving at 2.30 p, m. In a delicious meal at a moment’s notice
Balloon tires. Fine condition.
fog. Thus we rounded Cape Canso
chestra, together with brilliant cos of 93.000.000.
stead of 7 a. m. as at present. AJ1 of The navigation of the boat was en and came Into Chedabncto Bay,
tumes and beautiful music and senUnder
the
new
sehedule,
trains
will
1924 Hudson Coach $350 ery combine to make the first part of depart for Boston at 7.45 a. m., 30 these changes will be due to the trusted to Capt. Mortimer Nickerson where the fog fell behind us like a
elimination of the ferry between Bath and myself—a combination which a eloak Hung from the shoulders, and
Van Arnatn’a MSnstfieJs an lenterBalloon Tires. Just Ducoed.
minutes later; 2.20 p. m„ 35 minutes and Woolwich and will serve to make friend later Jokingly asserted was bidding a gnfteful good-bye to our
tainment of interest and a feast for
later, and 6.25 p. m.. 10 minutes later. Rockland folks increasingly thankful sufficient to bring any craft to grief; timely friend (which proved to be
the eye.
Second part of the show
Trains wiW arrive at 10.20 a. m., 40 that this wonderful project has for, he said, when a sea captain and the 8. 8. Magdalene), we headed
consists ol seven separate novelty
minutes earlier; 3.10 p. m„ 35 minutes reached the operating stage.
a lawyer undertake to pilot a boat across to Green Island and so on to
acts. The band is Van Arnam's spe
ROCKLAND, ME.
anywhere some dire result is sure St. Peters.
cial pride.
The minstrel show wi 1
to follow.
However that may be,
[Continued tn Tuesday's Issue)
be at Strand Theatre Monday after
ENTER “COBURN HEIGHTS’
any voyage with Capt. Nickerson
noon and evening.
could not be other than a pleasant
experience. The captain and I had
Bldjidge’s Neutralizer has proven
with us our sons, aged 12 and 13.
a great comfort brlnper to those suf Important New Real Estate Development In Heart of City’s
IFrom Thomaston to Sydney the
fering
from
acid
stomach
and
simi

Pupil of tha late Carlo Bounamici
How About Washington?
voyage was as delightful as a voy
Residential Section.
lar ailments. It brings Instant re-,
age could be. After stopping |at
Where Is Washington D. C? Is It
lief.
Write Corner Drug Store,
Teacher of Piano and
Rockland to complete the final de In the District of Columbia? or are
Rockland.
Mall orders
promptly
tails of preparation for the trip, we Washington and the District of Co
filled.
126-127
Valuable property in the heart of Because of Its elevation and sightliHarmony
had a fine run under a starlit sky
the city has hern acquired by the ness; also because of the name which to Northeast Harbor. Leaving that lumbia one and the same thing?
Does Washington Include the whole
It
has
borne,
the
new
development
Eastern Real Estate Company with a
pleasant place and its fleet of yachts of the District of Columbia? Ho>v Is
Orchestra Instruction.
Popular
will
be
known
as
"Coburn
Heights"
view to early development in the
behind, we laid our course for
Claaaical Course for Beginners and
and the right of way which now runs Lurcher Shoal lightship off Yar It governed? What is the title of its
way of residential interests.
governing head? Does Congress have
Advanced Pupils.
through
It
will
be
known
as
Coburn
mouth.
The property In question Is located
Instructor Trombonist
any hand In its government, any
avenue.
It
will
at
once
bp
surveyed
I
• •«•
at the rear of Snaw avenu.-, extend
more than any other City of the U.
into
house
lots,
and
the
construction
12 MASONIC ST.
ROCKLAND ing from Limerock street nearly to
The Northern Lights lent their 8.’’ How often are its officers elect
21 Talbot Ave Tel. II09W
of
modern
homes
will
be
undertaken
Shaw avenue, and except for ceitaln
127Stf
brilliance to the sky and seemed to ed? and how? ( thought I had the
121-8-124
occupied parrels us far west as the at an early period.
beckon us towards our destination. best and most comprehensive Un
H H. Stover, who heads the East The atmosphere that night had the
Halligan properly on Limerock street.
abridged
Dictionary
extant, yet
The owner v, as Miss Kitty 8. ern Real Estate Company, yesterday peculiar and almost uncanny trans • while It devotes many columns to the
Coburn, and the land thus trans showed a Courier-Gazette reporter parency that accompanies a "dry description of Washington, D. C.
ferred contains about 15 or 20 acres. the plan of the proposed development, easterly" and increases the visibility Its history, finance, etc., we can find
and divulged the Interesting fact that of lights far beyond the limits of
nothing concerning Its government.
the first to purchase a lot was Ralph ordinary vision.
It is the home of the President of
H. Trim, who Ib on the staff of the
The evening star flashed above the the United States. Yet we are told
Lawrence Portland Cement Company horizon with the brilliance of a he is not a voter there so has no di
In whose honor one of the streets has steamer’s masthead light, and long rect say in its affairs. Who are ils
already been named Trim avenue. before Lurcher lightship had any voters? How do they get that way?
Names selected for other streets on right to be seen, tf It had kept with
F. S. Philbrick.
this property are Beech avenue. in the bounds prescribed to it by the
Rockland, Oct. 20.
Smith avenue (named for President official government publications, its
Frank H. Smith of the Cement Com lights glowed ahead like two balls of
OPEN SEASON ON DEER
pany); Porter avenue, named for Vice fire. After rounding the long black '
President Charles A. Porter of the finger which Cape Fourchu extends
Chief Clerk Thomas of the De
Cement Company; Pennsylvania ave Into the Atlantic, we made our way partment of Inland Fisheries and
nue,
Lawporcem
avenue
(a
con

of a
up Yarmouth harbor In a pelting rain Game, calls attention to the fact that
traction of the title l^wrenee Port which under our searchlight gave the non-resident hunters coming t
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
land Cement Company); Davis ave barren rocks at the harbor entrance Maine for the deer season may ex
nue, named Jointly In honor of Mana a snow covered appearance.
change their bird licenses costing 95,
ger Davis of the Cement Company
A short stop at Yarmouth, where for licenses to hunt big game, cost
and Ernest C. Davis of Fuller-Cobb- Mayor Kinney greeted us most cor ing 915. by paying the difference in
Davis; and Cobh avenue, fqr N. B. dially, and we were again on our the cost. The open season on deer
1 will sell the entire furnishings of my house, 38
Cobb of Fuller-Cobb-iDavts.
way. Fog. which seems always to he begins Oct. 16 in some of the coun
hovering off the Nova Scotian coast, I ties and Nov. 1 in other counties. A
Summer street, as rapidly as pssible.
soon closed in, hut not before we had
license fee Is necessary for nona sight of Murder Island with Its ' residents coming to Maine for the
sinister suggestion of dark deeds long Klx days' open season on moose from
Call at the residence after 9 A. M.
The open season on
ago. Under a blanket of fog, and Nov. 21 to 26.
dependent on compass and log, and bull moose applies only to the coun
an occasional glimpse of a rock or ties of Aroostook, Penobscot. Pis
headland, we made our way to <>pe cataquis, Somerset. Lincoln, Waldo,
Sable Island, Capt. Nickerson’s early Washington and Hancock.
NOW PLAYING
home.
126*127
There we were hospitably wel YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Zane Grey’s
comed by the captain s relatives and
friends and had a glimpse of Sable
If I had to live my life again I would
lighthouse which sends Its warning have made a rule to read some poetry and
Shown as a benefit for the As
listen
to some music at least once a week.
to ships at sea to keep a safe dis
The loss of these tastes la a loss of happi
tance from this treacherous coast ness.—Charles Darwin.
sistant Engineers of the Rockland
WITH
with Its sudden fogs and swirling
Fire Department.
GARY COOPER___ tides. A church huilt there of stones
REWARD OF SERVICE
rounded and smoothed by rolling and The sweetest lives are those to duty wed.
Featuring—
AND
pounding on the beach -Is sufficient
Whose deeds both great and small
evidence of Ihe tremendous power of Are close knit strands of an unbroken thread.
Where love ennobles all.
the wives that wash that lonely The world may sound no trumpets, ring no
Effa Ellis Perfieid Method Class and Private Lessons
shore.
bells,
'When the fog cleared sufficiently The Book of Life the shining record tells.
Mother’s Creative Music Course based dn the music
for us to see half a inlle, we pro Thy love shall chant its own beatitudes.
Laura Jean Libby's greatest ro ceeded down Barrington Passage and
After its own like wo-king. A child’s Idas
of Birds, Animals and Flowers for Children
past Baccaro, or.lv to have the fog ' Se14 00 thy singing
lips shall make thee glad;
mantic drama.
mmm«- ..-4 kt* ♦ L Zk-k
t , „ 1 1 mubu .9* Mm.
A poor man served
by thee shall
make
4 to 7 years
shut in denser than before. The fog
rich;
diaphone on the Salvages nff Cape A sick man helped by thee shall make
3 DAYS STARTING MONDAY
strong;
Tel. 786-M
100 Limerock St., Rockland
Negro was a welcome sound and
shalt be served thyself by every
1278130
gave us a good departure for Cape OfThou
service which thou renderest.
Hose way. On an earlier trip north
—Elizabeth Barrett Browning,

••• ••• ••• •••

n

[Some weeks ago the radio brought
news that the mission ship Maraval
had been wrecked bv an explosion
while lying in the harbor of Sydney,
•N. S. The craft had left Thomaston
Aug. 18 on Its way to the far North,
where, through the instrumentality
of a generous donor, it was to aid in
the wonderful work which Is being
done by that famous missionary, Dr.
Grenfell. Albert T. Gould of Boston
and Thomaston was one of the com
manders of the Maraval on this ex
pedition to Labrador and what befell
the craft on Its momentous and 111
fated voyage Is now being told
through The Courier-Gazette by Mr.
Gould himself.—Ed.)

GUARANTEED
USED CARS

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Maine

$2,443,41S.2 6

Deposits
Surplus and Profits

162,460.81
94-S-tf

SNOW-HUDSON CO.

Dividend Notice
Owners of Sheree of the Fifty-eeventh Series of the Rockland
Loan & Building Association are hereby notified that a final Dividend
of $5.83 per Share hae,been made, and the Sharee have now Matured
at a value of $203.22 each. These Shares were issued in October, 1915,
and the ownere have paid in $144.00 on each Share.

Dividends of 5 1-2 Per Cent
Per annum, compounded semi-annually, have been earned and credit
ed, and amount to $59.22 per Share. There are 159 Shares outstanding
in thia Issue.
$22396.00
Amount paid in,
9,415.98
Dividend* earned,
Withdrawal value,

$32311.98

These shares may be withdrawn in cash, or they may ba axehanged
for Matured Stock Certificates which pay 4 per cent, or they may be
invested in Advance Payment Certificates which pay 4 per cent the
firet year and increase gradually to 5!/fe per cent the twelfth year, un
less aooner withdrawn Income, up to $300.00 per year, from Loan A
Building investments, ie exempt from Federal Taxation. October
Shares are now being issued. The public it cordially invitad to invest
with us.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.
407 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
THREE DOORS SOUTH OF ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
125&127-S-tf

__ • A1 the.Sign of”_
[North National Banki

North
National
Bank

THE
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
i Offers

¥

A eomplate banking service conducted under th*
direct supervision of the
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
73 Years’ Continuous Business
ROCKLAND, MAINE

MEMBER OFTHE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
A. S. BAKER, President.
E. F. BERRY, Cashier
J. N. SOUTHARD, Vice President
DONALD C. LEACH, Assistant Cashier

North NahonalBank
Rockland, Maine

WE WANTERKNOW!

Ione Lackee-Duffney

F. L CLARK

FOR SALE

COMPLETE FURNISHINGS

STRAND
THEATRE

MODERN HOME

PARK

DR. MARY E. REUTER

“NEVADA”

MABEL F. LAMB
Teacher of Piano

Alice Lake

“IN A MOMENT
OF TEMPTATION”

Roy Stewart

Lionel Belmore

“THE BIG PARADE”

Page Two

The Courier-Gazette
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Rockland. Maine, O«. 32, 192".
Pmonally appeared Frank 8. Lyddie, who
Oo oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Oct. 2(1, 1927 there was
prlted a total of 6238 copies.
Before rue,
FRANK R. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day
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EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Rubinstein Artists Make a
Stormy Day Visit To Au
gusta and Find Sunshine
There.

In accordance .with the custom es
Thes teps of a cood man are or tablished a few years ago by the
dered by the Lord: and he delighteth Rubinstein Club of having an ex
change program with another Maine
In his way.—Psalm 37:23.
music club at lealt annually, se
lected members from the Rubinstein
The addition of Jo from! the Club Journeyed to Augusta (Wednes
Itoolvick Club has brought the total day where they were guests of the
contributions toward the radio for Cecilia Club of that city and pre
sented a program before the members
the Home for Aged Women up to and guests. The Rockland club sent
$75.30. Though this is still consider Mrs. Helen Wentworth of Warren,
ably short of the necessary amount soprano and reader: Mrs. Maybelle
Pratt Strong, pianist;, and Mrs.
the steady growth of the fund is en
Kathleen Marston, contralto. Mrs,
couraging. The radio in reality will Faith G. Berry also went as accom
bring a deal of comfort to the mem panist for Mrs. Wentworth and Mrs.
bers of the home, several of whom Marston.
The trip was made in Mrs. Emily
are blind. No canvassing is being W. Stevens’ car, Mrs. Stevens driving,
done in connection with this fund. and in spite of the rain which fell
It is entirely a freewill affair, con steadily all day, the party had a
tributions being received by mail happy day together and made the
journey without mishaps.
or at The Courier-Gazette office.
The Rubinstein Club arrived in Au
gusta at 11.15 and were-met at the
Members of the Rockland Rotary Augusta House by a committee from
Club heard a great deal of interest the Cecilia Club. Opportunity was
ing information about the manufac afforded for practice, after which a
ture of cement, yesterday, the speak luncheon was served at the Augusta
er being no less an authority than House. The table was prettily deco
Carl Sontag. construction engineer rated with autumn leaves and daintyon the staff of the Lawrence, Port place cards graced each place. In
land Cement company. He told of addition to the Rubinstein members
Included At No Extra Cost:
Atherton stores is this price offered by a reliable
the general development of the ce present at the luncheon there were
Exceptional beauty is combined with style and com
ment industry and the history of the five from the Cecilia Club, among
factory.
fort in this striking suite !
Lawrence concern which Is one of them being Miss Caroline Fenno
tlie oldest cement companies in the Chase, president, and Miss Miriam
Besides the three fine pieces illustrated, we include
Covered with a gqod wearing velour in shades of
United States.
He described the Best, whose work among the State
at
no added cost an attractive end table in a ma
taupe
and
blue,
the
deep
spring
construction
of
seat
manufacture of cement from the junior clubs is assuming valuable
time the raw material is blasted until proportions.
hogany finish, a fine bridge lamp and a junior lamp,
and back combine to make it very attractive and
the finished product is shipped, and
Following the luncheon they were
both with gorgeously colored shades'. This outfit is
durable. The divan is long and deep. The wing
exhibited a chart that added Inter taken to the home of Mrs. Frank H.
estingly to ills description. Visiting Mason. 48 Green street. A beautiful
one of our greatest values.
chair and club chair are very comfortable. Only to
Rotarians were R. K. Leighton, home it proved to be. well adapted for
Frank Morrow. A V Elmore, Marcus social affairs. There were effective
Tnnnfi
P. Chandler and George E Allen of decorations of marigolds and autumn
Camden. Atwood I.evensaler was leaves in the living rooms and recep
a guest.
Next Thursday a joint tion hall. Here a silver tea was
meeting of the Belfast, Camdfn, given, the proceeds going to Fed
Rockland and Damariscotta clubs eration work, and in spite of the in
By courtesy of the Maine Music Co. an hour of
This morning the express brought a dozen of the
will be held in Masonic Temple, clement weather there was a verymusic will be presented at 3 P. M. daily at this store.
prettiest little boudoir lamps we have ever seen. A
Camden.
Saturday evenings at 8 oclock. The instrument for
satisfactory attendance. With the
beautiful pottery base Is surmounted by a wonderful
these concerts was sent by the Victor Co., being espe
exception of two numbers, given by
shade of glazed silk. They are in assorted colors.
Ballots cast by the members of the a vocal sextette from the Cecilia Club,
cially adapted for the pipe organ and orchestra. We
Come in and get a pair for your dresser.
Rockland Chamber of Commerce were Solveig’s Song" by Grieg and an
invite you to hear this beautiful music.
MAI N L
ROCKLAND
counted by a special committee Indian Lullaby, the program was
Thursday afternoon, and it was found given by the Rockland musicians and
■>H.D|.»H*»F»i-i'leI'j-l*hleiAlvl-H-»l>I-<-l-»tel-»lFl*l*i'»l*l*Te'T-*f»P-f*m*I*i«-’»l*I*I*I»l*l-e|*
that the following had been selected was:
as directors: H. P. Blodgett, super iano—Revolutionary Etude .............. Chopin
intendent of the Rockland division of
Sleepy Hollow Sone .................. Lane
Mrs. Strong
the Central Maine Power Company;
Soprano
—Homing .............................. del Riego
Walter C. Ladd, of the firm of Mequiet affair in this town.
Only 21
The stage is all set for the first
The Singer ........................... Maxwell
CUSHING
THE SEASON'S LINEUP
Dougall-Ladd Company:
Kennedy
edition of the High School news
come out to vote and of that number
A Caution ..................................... Holt
42.
Clarence J. Freeman Is having his 12 were in favor of repealing the
Mrs. Wentworth
Crane, of the firm cf Senter-Crane;
paper, the “Y^hat's .What," which
Off, Dear Love .... Bunstead
wih make its initial appearance buildings painted. O. H. Woodcock primary law and nine were against it.
J. N. Southard, vice president of the Contralto—Look
B Women and Men Who Will
Roadways ...........................Densmore
Tuesday morning. The paper will and C. H. Wales are doing the work.
North National Bank: and L. B.
Flirtation ............................. Curran
Hnve Charge of Univer
A new piano has come to the home
contain a little from every phase of
Cook of the Cutler-Cook Co. There Musical Readings—The First Day of School
The L. T. L held its regular meet
................................. Bartlett
STRAND THEATRE
school life. Atwood Levensaier has of Mr. and Mrs. Irving Fales, a gift
were 10 nominations, and the de
bivy .........................Bartlett
salist
Circle
Suppers.
ing Thursday evening. A new mem
trom
her
mother,
Mrs.
Frank
Flint
of
i
Everybody
will
be
sorry
tonight
been
chosen
as
editor
in
chief
with
feated men on the ticket received a
Rejected ................ Peycke
bership list for this year has been
after the Clark Sisters Musical Re
Miss Marlon Davis as his under Thomaston.
Mrs. Wentworth
very substantial vote.
Following is the list of housekeep
Piano—Mazurka Russe ..................... , Borowskl vue has closed its week’s engage
Mrs. Josephine Walker and Mrs.' spirted; dues ure coming in fast. It
study, Miss Dorothy Eaton will write
Waltz ....................................... . Brahms
ment in Rockland, for the company ers who will officiate at the circle
the editorials, Wesley Wasgatt will ' Aure.ia Collamore of Thomaston vis- . was voted .to hold a rally social Thurs
As a passenger on the Knox & Lin
Mrs. Strong
The general run of conversation at handle the faculty notes and Ray I 'ted Miss Mina Woodcock Saturday. ! day evening. Oct. 27. Any boy or
coln Division George E. Torrey holds
Following the program, sandwiches has enjoyed deserved popularity | suppers in the Universalist Church
tlie High School the past week has mond I’endieton will have charge of
The Ladies' Aid supper at the town girl between 7 and 14 years o-f age
several records. He rode on the first and small cakes were served on the from the very start. The show is . the balance of the season:
dealt mostly with the coming holi the class news.
ean as a hound's tooth, full of pep,
■ house last week was a success with can belong to the L. T. L. by signing
passenger train trom Wbolwich to porch and in the dining room, and a
Nov. 2—Abbie Campbell, Annabelle ' days of next week and athletics.
WiscasseJ; lie was on the first pas delightful social hour afforded. Tea .tr.d represents a constant succes
The football team made .a fine Mi s. Laura Killeran housekeeper. The the pledge and paying the dues of 10
cents.
senger train to make the trip from was poured by Mrs. Charles Brown sion of high class vaudeville offler- Berry, Sarah Glover, Grace Jones. The State Teachers’ Convention will show in its game with Brewer last proceeds were $11.40.
Miss Fannie Miller who has been
Bath to Rockland and he now holds and Mrs. R. H. Bodwell, assisted in ings. Already Manager Dondls is Lucy Cobb. Maude Blodgett, Helena be held next week and as a result Saturday and it Is only hoped that
Ellen
Cochrane,
Josie the students will have three days the boys will put up the brand of spending some time in Rockland, Iras
the first ticket to be sold for the ex serving by Mrs. Robert Partridge, being beseiged with requests to book Roberts.
The entertainment to be given
return engagement.
There will Thorndike, Flora Wise, Mrs. Walker. off. Wednesday afternoon Mr. Mer fight that they did last week.
returned home. She has had on oil under the auspices of Knox Pomona
cursion train which will be the first Mrs. Horace Ingraham, Mrs. Samuel
rill
and
Coach
Macomber
arranged
be
three
performances
today,
com

Elizabeth
Thayer,
burning apparatus installed tn her Grunge will take place at Pioneer
from the East to cross the Kennebec Titcomb, Mrs. Edwin' Burleigh, Mrs.
two more home games for the
Nov. 16—(Annual Fair).
Use Hardesty Peerless Flour lib stove and will burn oil in the future Grange hall, East Union, next Wed
Bridge next Monday. The ticket is Solon Purinton, Miss Irene Tgtreault mencing at 2. 6 and 8.30 o’clock.
orange
and
black
football
team.
Ar.
The feature picture for today is
Nov. 30—Faith Berry. Lillian Macerally and cut down food bills.—adv instind of wood.
numbered zero. Incidentally it may and Miss Lucy Titcomb. Miss Faye
nesday evening, Oct. 26.
Supper
124-S-tf
he stated that ticket No. 1 reposes Bickford, president of the Junior ’The Bandit Buster.” In which Bud Rae, Frances Bicknell. Henrietta Cot mistice Day the locals will meet the
Tlie election Tuesday was a very wit! be served by Pioneer Grange.
Colby
College
Freshmen
at
Com

in the vest pocket of a Courier-Ga Cecilia Club, had charge of the guest dy Roosevelt does some real stunts. trell, Dorothy Smalley. Katherine
munity Park while Higgins Classi
Monday afternoon and evening
zette reporter.
T
book, and the ushers for the after comes an always popular attraction Diamond. Ada Hewett. Rida Fuller. cal Institute will he seen in action
Gladys
Blethen,
Ava
Lawry,
Harriet
noon were also -drawn from the in the form of Van Arnam’s Min
here Nov. 19. Although the Colby
Parmalee.
The Rockland Veteran Firemen’s Junior Club, being Misses Muriel
Dec. 14—Dorothy Lawrence, Doris yearlings are really out of the R. H.
Association team met its second Holmes, Rachel Maddox, Carmen strels, with big street parade at noon
n" all.
Black. Katherine Berry. Shirley Glid- S boys’ class Coach Macomber feels
straight defeat in Waldoboro Thurs Sawyer and Hazel Wohlfarth.
that his outfit will give the Water
Tuesday's feature picture will be a
day evening.
Several sixes were
Mrs. Strong, Mrs. Wlentworth and ringing melodrama, called “Hazard den. Evelyn Peaslee, Mabel Strong. ville team a good battle. Two bas
Esther Stevenson, Ruth Stevenson,
rol.ed by the visitors. At last re Mrs. Marston were very well received,
Mary Pratt, Mrs Walker Fifield. ketball games with Brunswick for
ports Captain "Tv”'Cobb was look and both Mr3. Stevens and Mrs. ous Valleys.”—adv.
the coming season were also signed
Polly Crockett.
ing for new material in the hopes Berry report that they did proud
Dec. 2S—Grace Daniels. Daisy Bird, up.
of strengthening his team before the credit to the Rubinstein Club as its
EMPIRE
THEATRE
It is planned to close the football
Nellie Bird, Cora Smith, Etta 'Stod
City League opens. Waldoboro plays representatives.
The feature picture for today is
season Nov. 19 and start basketball
a return match in Rockland Monday
The custom of exchange programs “Dynamite (marvel dog) in “The dard. Velma Marsh, Phyllis Morse, the first of December with the first
night. Van E. Russell has been ap is becoming quite universal and is
Edith M.icAlman, Mrs. Pike, Mrs.
Wolf’s Trail.”.
game around the middle of the
McPhee. Mrs. McMillan.
pointed manager and George W. proving exceedingly popular and
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mul
Doak captain of the Bowling team beneficial. It provides opportunity
Jan. 11—Ada Mills, Margaret Ben month. The Orange Streaks have
hall will again be seen together on
in place of Charles M. Lawry and for new ideas and a generally wider
ner, Mary Messer, Martha Feeney, received permission to go on a trip
the screen in “The Chrystal Cup”
through Massachusetts duAng the
James A. Cobb, resigned.
scope in club work. It has been dem which is billed as the'feature attrac Maud Sherer, Gladys Morgan, Pearl Christmas holidays and if the ne
Borger.
’
.on,
Blanche
Crandall,
Maud
onstrated this far, it is gratifying to tion on Monday and Tuesday. Based
On another .page appears the announce, that the Rubinstein Club
Lillian
Bradford, Hope cessary number of games can be se
on the popular novel of the same Staples.
cured this trip will becopie a real
initial installment of the interrupted although naturally of smaller num
Greenhalgh.
name by Gertrude Atherton.
ity and Rockland wll have a chance
“We are in the midst of a great transfor
cruise of the Mission Ship Maraval, bers, has been able to meet the other
Jan.
23
—
Alice
Jameson.
Julia
“The Crystal Cup” promises to be
to put itself on the High School ath
as told by Albert T. Gould, one of her State music clubs very favorably in come one of the most successful pic Gurdy, Florence
Lovejoy, Angie letic map of New England.
mation in the development of electric
commanders. The craft was at Briar talent and accomplishment.
tures in which this popular team has Glover, Gertrude Tibbetts, Leola
It was announced in the Tuesday
power—it is reducing the burden of hu
Island Thursday, awaiting favorable
Wiggln,
Lottie
Spear.
Martha
Spear,
evei played.—adv.
morning assembly that Rockland
weather for starting across the Bay
Jennie Trussed, Margtfret Ames, High might enter the Bowdoin de
man toil; it is increasing productivity; it
In a certain grade at the McLain
Carrie Carr. Mrs. McWilliams.
of Fundy. Capt. Earle Starrett of
“THE BIG PARADE”
bating League which is to be held
is bringing increased comfort to our peo
Thomaston, Who Is in command of Building Thursday the terrifying ru
Feb. 8 (Men's Circle)—M E. Wot- this fall. Lincoln Academy has en
the steamer Gov. Douglass, which is mor spread that the teacher wore a Famous War Picture at Park Thea ton, E. F. Berry, B. E. Flanders. E. tered this League and as Rockland
ple.”*
bringing the damaged craft back to wig. The story got to her ears, and
tre Monday, Tuesday and Wed R. Veazie, II. M. Pratt, J. F. Gregory, twice triumphed, over the Newcastle
prompt action resulted. Unloosening
A.
F.
Lamb,
II.
O.
Gurdy.
E.
W.
Thomaston, expected to be home in
nesday.
debaters last winter it would seem
Berry, H. II. Payson. E. F. Glover, O. that Mrs. Phillips’ charges have a
two days after leaving Briar Island. the generous folds of her hair she
summoned the girl pupils to oomb it.
Briefly the story of "The Big Pa B. Lovejoy, G. Roberts. G. Stewart, good chance. Rockland is already a
1'IAT’l HAT each workman in
vance every new electrical in
Capt. Snow of the Burnt Island They soon found to their satisfaction rade" centers in Jim Apperson, a E. C. -Payson, L A. rWalker, J. C. member of the Bates League.
that
the
tresses
were
genuine.
Coast Guard Station and Capt. Brown
« • * •
vention
has found an abund
typical fun-loving American and Jenkins. F. A. Tirrell.
the United States can
Feb. 22—Grace Black. Mabel Mcof the Whitehead Coast Guard Sta
much like every other rich man's
A
call
was
made
Tuesday
by
Coach
ance
of
power
ready to serve
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter son. In the spring of 1917, fired by Loon, Nettie Wotton, Freda Smjth,
12=^21 do with his hands is
tlon will attend a conference of war
Macomber for boys to represent
rant and chief petty officers in Port conferred the Past and Most Excel a new patriotism, he enlists and de Theresa Rankin. Martha Wood, Julia Rockland High in a sectional cross
it
Now
even the small com
multiplied ten times by the
land next Tuesday. Admiral Bullard lent degrees upon Clarence O. Hara- parts for service in France. Tlie Burpee, Ella Crie, Edna Payson. Nan country meet to be held here on Ar
munities get electrical service
and A. H. Maxim, chief of the Divi den Thursday night.
^succeeding scenes show Jim and his Higgs. Reta Simmons.
mistice Day. The American Legion
electric power he uses. SixtyMarch 7—Hester Chase, Hattie is sponsoring this run and it is hoped
sion of Operations will be present,
two buddies; Bull, a former Bowery
through interconnected pow
and matters of importance -to the
bartender, and Slim, an ex-riveter, Davies, Choris Jenkins, Florence that there will be entrants from
eight million people are also
er systems.
Coast Guard Unit will be discussed
and their life in the doughboys' Philbrook, Emma Hall, Katherine Rockland High, Thomaston High.
billets in rural France. Mr. Stallings St. Clair. Clara Watts, Annie Colla- Camden High, and Lincoln Academy.
using labor-saving electrical
The local captains will be accom
House, cellar, good barn, two is said to have created a trio as or more, Grace Rollins, Ethel Gouia,
panied by their wives.
At present it is planned to run the
devices in their homes.
Enthusiastic public accept
acres field, shore front Owl's Head. iginal as Kipling’s ‘‘Soldiers Three.” Linnie Green.
meet between the halves of the
The
very
beet
place
for
fishing.
March
21
—
Ruth
Bird,
Florence
And then Jim meets Meiisande—
Capt. S. G. Hupper furnishes the
ance has done much to help
Roi kland
High-Colby
Freshman
Information that the six-masted
Almost new bungalow house, 7 as played by Renee Adoree—and Thurston, Florence Lamb, Helen football game with a distance not
Electrical service has its
build this electrical service.
Lamb, Helen Jackson1, -Hazel Black, to exceed three miles.
schooner Eleanor Percy was built in
rooms, plenty closets, fine cellar, forgets about his American sweet
• • • •
heart. This little French girl in her Madelyn Rhodes. Lucia Miles, Lena
greatest value because it is
Bt th by Percy ft Small the same
Three million investors own
lights and bath; all varnished
summer
that
the
seven-master
wooden sabots and milkmaid garb is Thorndike, Athlene MacRae, Beulah
Saturday night a Black and White
floors, cement walk, just like new;
delivered
at
the
time
and
the
securities of electric pow
Tirrell.
a figure of high romance. Some of
Thomas W. Lawson was launched.
dai.ee was given in the gym with the
to be sold at once for cash or easy
April 4—Ella Bird, Mabel Sherman, Rockland High and Brewer High
the most touching scenes ever filmed
place
where
it
is
needed.
That
er
companies
and the whole
terms, for half the price of a new
are those of the lovemaking of Jim Lucy Rhodes, Nina Beverage, Caro football men as the guests. The
one. Must be sold at once.
is
what
electrical
SERVICE
public
has
benefited
from rate
and Meiisande. Then comes the ad Knickerbocke-. Lizzie Haines, Ixj- dance was a big success and the
• * • *
vance to the front and the lovers are retta 'Bicknell, Nora Cooper, Cora Seniors are going to run a social
means,
and
the
foresight
and
reductions
made
possible
Farm in Union Center; all farm
separated. Vital moments of drama Kittredge, Eva Loring. Eva Toner, tol.ight with the Morse High team
ing tools, wagons, machinery; hay
enterprise
of
the
country
’
s
through
increased
use
of la
arc Shown In the advance through Augusta Tibbetts, Mrs. McIntire.
us the guests.
in barn for stock; shed full of the forest, the attack on the French
• • • •
April 18—Georgie Cross, Nettie
light
and
power
companies
bor
saving
devices.
wood; 80 acres land. Complete
village, the trenches, shell-holes, ma Stewart, Hattie Prescott, Elsa Moody.
Financially, last Saturday was the
have helped make it possible.
$2,5C0. Must be sold at once.
chine gun nests, the wounding of Delia Cross. Mabel Stevens. Theresa biggest day ever at Rockland Higli
• • • •
Jim and the final fight for his two Smith, Ethel Campbell, Lucia Burpee, There was a large crowd at the
To iqsure the complete fulfill
One fine City Home, best loca pals. Then home again and the re Gladys Orff, Edx Marshall, Blanche
TODAY
Rockland-Brewer game and a tidy
Because
power
companies
tion; 8 rooms and garage.
ment
of the promise of com
construction period when tlie two Magee
sum was realized at the gate. The
• • • •
Farewell performances of—
lot ers are reunited.
built
power
plants
and
trans

May 2 (Meti s Circle and annual girls basketball team had permis-,
fort
and
happiness which
IN WARREN
meeting)—Ralpn B. Loring, it. V. slot, to use the refreshment booth
mission
lines
that
would
taku
electricity
offers,
the Ameri
House in Warren, all latest imStevenson. L. R. Campbell, E. O'Jt. a: the field and they made a con
APPLETON
provments.
Gonla,
W.
H.
Spear,
W.
C.
Bird
){'
care
of
the
growing
demand
siderable
sum
which
the
girls
really
can
principle
of
individual
Supt. Barnes with Mrs. Barnes and
Eight Room House, all latest im
L Wiggln, C. A. Knickerbocker, J. need. Then there was the big dance
Mrs.
Lenora
Fish
attended
the
War

for
service
many
years
in
ad

initiative
must
be
maintained.
provements — Furnace, Lights,
ren-Union Teachers’ meeting Satur F. Knight, Almon B. Cooper, George in the evening with the football
Bath, three acres Land, Warren
day
at the High School 'building in B. Wood, J. A. Jameson, Ha.old team on (lie receiving end of the
Village Three minutes' walk from
lackson. |W. N. Benner, II. P. Bloh- money netted.
Union.
''Complete text of Secretary Hoover’s address will be furnished upon request.
the Bridge. Priced at $2500.
• • • •
Isaac Meservey Xias moved his gett, A. T. Thwrston, A. L Miles, Dr.
• • • •
For the first time this year the no
Stratton, Albert R. Marsh.
family from the A. I). Fish rent to the
AT THE HIGHLANDS
The parish supper will take p'.ace school whistle was blown Wednes
Lamson house on the pond road.
Seven Room House, Barn and Six
day afternoon and there was a gen
tlie second M mdiy in June.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Griffin are
Acres of Land at the Highlands;
eral rush for the best seats in the
rejoicing over the birth of a little
35 Apple and Pear Trees.
local theaties.
SOMERVILLE
daughter.
«...
PRICED AT $1850.00
Fred L. Turner of Hartland,
• • • •
'•
Mrs. Lois Meservey is working f. r
At 2.00, €.00 and 8.30 o'clock
After a great deal of work on tlie
Lewis A. Turner of Starks and M irie part of Mr. Phillipps the Seniors
Mrs. Edna Griffin.
House at Owl’a Head, shore front,
THE SEASON'S HIT !
The heavy rains have washed the Turner of Er«ki ire*Academy were at who are taking chemistry had their
two acres of land. Must be sold
roads badly and -the commissioner is home overe the weekend.
flist laboratory period Friday. The
at once.
TUESDAY
Augusta
E. H. Ph id brick and Herbert Bow lockers had to be fixed, the chemicals
planning to repair soon.
EASY TERMS
den of Rockland visited relatives and were late in arriving and several new
For over half a century Hardesty fi lends here Sunday.
closets were being put up, and for
V. F. STUDLEY CO.
S. W. Powell of South Liberty has a while it looked doubtful as to
Peerless has signified tlie best high
patent flour that cun be milled— been here this week threshing beans whether there would be any “lab” for
ROCKLAND, ME.
(A melodrama)
adv,
' 124-S-tf
with Jesse Flanders a« helper.
gome time.

Dainty End Table

Bridge Lamp—Junior Lamp

MUSICAL CONCERT

BOUDOIR LAMPS

BURPEE

FLIIM I I

I 'l

CO.

TVO'l EJ

“Electricity brings
increased comfort”
Says Herbert Hoover, Secretary
U. S. Department of Commerce

FOR SALE

STRAND
Clark
Sisters’
Musical. Revue

Central Maine Power Company

< ®

“Hazardous Valleys”

Maine .

91

I

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*
Oct. 22—(Football) Rockland High vs Morw
High of Bath at Community Park.
Oct. .24—Special sxcursfon to lhe>Carlton
Bridge.
Oct. 26-29—State Teachera’ Contention.
Oct. 27—Nary Day.
Oct. 27—Annual meeting ot Knox-Uncoln
Farm Bureau In Warren.
Oct. 31--Shakespeare Society meets with
Hrs. H. B. Fales, Camden street.
Oct. 31—Chapin Class Halloween dance at
Temple hall.
Nor. 4—'Rockport—Slue Star Fair and play
St Masonic hall.
Nor. 7-11—Fire-day Institute of First Bap
tist Church.
Nor. 9—it. E. Fair.
Nor. 9—Jefferson poultry show.
Nor. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 16—Universalist Fair, "4 motor trip

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

TAKE ’EM
Gur Crew Starts Taking Down Awnings Monday.

Let Us Have Yours.

We’ll Handle Them Right.

ISee J. M. Richardson or phone 862R or 771 or 1072M

Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector of St.
Peter’s Church, will be out of the I
city and the regular services of Sun- I
day will be omitted both at St. Pe- I
ter's and St. John Baptist.
The
Church school will meet at noon as;
| usual.

through Maine."

Nor. 24—Olethebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Little. Broadway.
Nor. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 5—Municipal election.
Dec. 21—First day of winter.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

Matle

Football this afternoon—Rockland
High vs. Morse High, Community
Park.

. Adalbert A. Jomason ot Perry’s
Foodland crew Is having his annual
vacation.
I

Get your ticket early lor that big
excursion to Bath next Monday
morning.
Langdon Crockett ot Rockport and
James Pease of Camden are enrolled
at the Rockland Business College.
The Army and Navy game thia
year Is to be played In Philadelphia.
We’ll all be there, If the" batteries
hold out.
i
____

ROCKLAND AWNING CO., INC.
V/ ivy iVz ivvii1/ ii' / 4V''f: 7 i'?7i??Si'yziV7iii'ZTii)ZiiiIzSill®,l/t\liz!iV'zStf/8\li®ii/S9/fv

________________

KNOX TROTTING PARK

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26

Autos Free

who only have tickets for the street
Mike Armata who recently bought
parade.
Van
Arnam’s
Minstrels
come to Strand Theatre next Mon tihe Smith estate on Brewster street
day for afternoon and evening per Is making extensive repairs on the
formances and with the usual street ■houae and is also cutting down
some of the trees and trimming up
parade.
others.
The Teachers’ Training Class of
The Crockett house on North Main
the First Baptist Church, which held
Its first meeting last week, with such street which was sold to Mr. Ludwig
success, has its second meeting to of Thomaston, Is being repaired
night at the church parlors at 7.36 Some of the fruit frees and one of
o’clock, with Rev. B. P. Browne 4n the big (Clms have been cut down and
charge. There are already 22 entries others are being trimmed.
made far this class.
The Clark Sisters’ Musical’ Revue
A special matinee for school chil playing this week at Strand Theatre,
dren will be given at Strand Theatre made a side-trip to Thomaston last
the afternoon of Got. 26 by the as night and gave the Inmates of the
sistant engineers of the Are depart State Prison a wonderful entertain
ment who are running a benefit per ment.
formance at that time. The name of
the picture Is “Roaring Pires.’’ Com
Mrs. Charles Whitmore has re
plete announcement will appear at a turned from Baltimore and New
later date.
York, where she visited her husband.
Capt. Whitmore sailed for South
The “Lost and Found” department America as permament captain of a
of The Courier-Gazette rendered val bte ore ship. He has previously been
uable aid to Mrs. Emma Carver this relief captain.
morning In returning a prized list
of names which had been lost. The
The Baptist Ministers’ Association
list was picked up on Talbot avenue, of Knox County will meet at the
and brought to this office.
A little First Baptist Church Monday after
detective work and telephoning Iden noon and evening to hold a confer
tified Mrs. Carver as the loser.
ence on Evangelism. Supper will b»
served at 6 o’clock under the direc
Paymaster R. K. Gillette of Base tion of of Mrs. Frank Ulmer.
_______
; a
16 will be transferred to the Nor
folk, Va., base Nov. 1st. Mr. Gillette
The American Legion Auxiliary will
Is an exceptionally efficient officer hold Its regular meetirig Monday
ar.d has made many friends here.
evening.
An informal .Halloween
The new house which is being
party Will be given for members only,
erected on Chestnut street by Fred
and the committee requests that
M. Kittredge Is rapidly moving to
each member wear Halloween cos
ward completion. It is of a very
tumes.
attractive type, entirely modern and
convenient.
The assistant engineers of the
Rockland fire department will 'benefit
next week from a spectacular picture
Mabel F. Lamb, Teacher of Plano.
known as “Roaring Fire®,'’ which is
Mother's Creative Music Course by
to be given In Strand Theatre Wed
Effa Ellis Perfleld, designed for chil
nesday and Thursday. The picture
dren 4 to 7 years. Thia course Is
will hold you breathless, and a lib
based on the music of Birds, Ani
eral portion of the proceeds will help
mals and Flowers. Class and Pri
the boys out nicely.
vate Lessons.
Musician-ship Course
for more advanced pupils. For fur
The condition of Mrs. W. G. But
ther Information call 786-M at 100
man, who was taken to Knox Hos
Limerock street.—adv.
127-130
pital Wednesday night after being
THIS IS TO NOTIFY hunters and all other knocked down on Main street by an
persona not to treapaaa, or cut wood oa the
Annie Dolan place at Ash Point; alao to automobile, continues very critical.
keep away from the aand bank.
137-It She has regained consciousness, but
is suffering a great deal of pain in
spite of all that can be done to
alleviate It.

The New Electrically

Operated Radiola 17

HAS ARRIVED
Come in and see it
Home demonstrations
arranged^

Special Features:
1. A six-tuba sockst power
operated receiver at remarkably
low eest using new A. C. tubes.
2. Single dial control.
3. Three stages of radio fre
quency amplification provide ex
treme sensitivity.
4. Power amplifier Radietren in
last audio stage provides great
volume without distortion.
5. Power unit end receiving
uni) self-contained in one compact
cabinet.
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Ever Shown in October
We are in the fur business on a tremendous scale. Not only in August, but
during the entire year. In spite of the bad weather which prevailed up to Septem
ber, our sales increased, and we were fortunate enough to have the cooperation of
our regular firms to a larger extent than ever before.

They gave us the BEST QUALITY OF FUR, which the summer trade de

mands.
To our local trade we make the same appeal—QUALITY. We offer you a
most unusual stock of fine furs at prices NOT above July and August prices—and
in many instances, a number of sample coats at an extra discount prices.

REMEMBER THIS!
There is nothing that was ever made that some one could not make it
worse and sell it for less.

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson seimon, “Probation
after Death.” Sunday school at noon.
The reading room is located at 400
Main street, over Daniels' Jewelry
store, and is open each week day
from 2 to 5 o’clock.

20 Coon coats made in three distinct models

• « • •

Louis A. Walker will preach at
10 30
tomorrow
at
Universalist
church, topic “A Biblical Pet Talk.”
Church School al 12; Junior Y. P. C.
U. at 3.;
leader Evelyn Sherer,
topic, “Friendship;” Senior Y. P. C.
U. at 6, subject, "Radio and the
Church,” leaders, Wilbur Senter and
Raymond Cross.
Morning service
music prelude, “Largo,” Handel, Miss
Stahl, Miss Lamb, Mr. Marsh; hnthems, “He That Dwelleth,” Metcalf
and “He Shall Come Down Like
Rain,” Allen.
,

$295 $325 $350 $375
Twelve Days of Intensive Selling
Hudson Seal (Seal dyed rat)
Black Caracul
Natural Muskrat
Civit Cat
Baby Seal
Pony
Australian Opossum
Wool Seal
Brown Coney
Gray Caracul

• » ♦ •
Morning worship at Littlefield Me
morial Church is at 10.30 tomorrow
when Pastor Stuart speaks from the
subject
"Divine Guidance.”
The
choir will sing the anthem, “A Song
of Service.” Adams, and Miss Doris
Daggett will also sing. Bible School
will meet at noon and young people's
service at 6 o’clock, Miss 'Burla Lord,
leader. Gospel preaching is at 7.15
when the pastor will use "Which” as
the subject of his address. The music
will consist of a vocal duet by Misses
Arlene and Blanche Gray and the
choir will render "I Heard the Voice
of Jesus Say,” Spence.
• • • •

—and YOU the Gainer
What we do is for your benefit as well as ours.

The Best at

Second Floor Fur Department

Fur Trimmed Coats
of the Better Kind
Second Floor

Last night's reception was in
dislightful contrast to that awful
crashing of the previous night.
The outstanding feature was, of
course, the program broadcast by
40 stations commemorating the
48th anniversary of the discovery
of the incandescent lamp. Thomas
A. Edison, the electrical wizard,
appeared before the “mike” and
submitted to an interview which
proved
decidedly
interesting.
Among other things he said he
would like to live hit life over
again, but that he would not at
tempt to advise young men, for
they wouldn't heed it if he did.
Part of the program was fur
nished by the Goldman Band, and,
say, wasn’t it a splendid concert?
I can hear that eornetist now.
WGL was giving a fine test pro
gram late last night.

Miss Elizabeth Hamlin is the smil
ing young lady who Is now helping
push
tempting sodas across the
counter at “Snook's” candy store.

Nine cars will lie provided for the
excursionists to Bath next Monday
morning. Everybody wants to be on
that Hist train to cross the bridge.

Samuel Cohen, who lias been em
ployed in a Washington. D. C., cafe
for some weeks, lias returned home
for the winter.

The last race of the season at Knox
Trotting Park will he called at 1
o’clock Wednesday. Oct. 26. and the
horse fanciers cannot afford to miss
it. Three well tilled classes and the
owners of the horses driving.

The crew of the Rockland Awn
Owing to the stormy week end E.
ing Co, Inc., will start taking down
15. Hastings’ & Co. will continue
awnings for storage Monday. Bet
their Dollar Sale through Monday
ter get your order in now so as to
and Tuesday with the same splendid
have the sun protectors down and
values.
Mail orders recived up to
stored before rough weather de
Tuesday night will be promptly
stroys them. See manager John M.
lllied.—adv.
Richardson, drop a card or phone
862-R, X072-M or 771—adv.
•
• Dr. Burton E. Flanders will be out
Telephone 382, Young’s Market, A. of his office all next week, due to his
E. Saunders prop, for Rowe's oysters annual _ vacation, but will be back
or alive or boiled lohsters and have the morning of Monday, Oct. 31—adv
them delivered at your door every
The man with the hoe doesn’t get
Sunday a. m. Give us a trial and
be convinced that we carry only the nearly so far these days as the man
with the hokum.—Beloit News.
best tea foods on the market.

About 25 fine cloth fur trimmed garments. Many
samples shown, which have arrived within the last three
weeks, which we offer at a substantial discount as long as
they last.

English Mixture

WBAL, WGN, KYW, WRVA,
WTAM and WJJD were among
my DX stations last night.
1

DOESN’T APPEAL TO HIM

Gov. Fuller Rather Stay Home Mfith

Children Than Be Vice President.
“I have no ambition along that
line,” said Gov. Alvan T. Fuller of
Massachusetts Thursday, when asked
by newspaper reporters to comment
on the suggestion from Washington
that the Massachusetts chief execu
tive run fob Vice President on the
Republican ticket with Secretary of
Commerce Herbert Hoover as the
standard bearer.
The Governor lemarked that Gov.
Brewster of Maine Informed him that
be had talked with other Ne wEngland Governors and that all were im
pressed with the idea of going to the
Republican convention with a un't^d
New England behind Fuller for Vice
President.
Asked If he had any ambitions
toward the Presidency, Governor
•Fuller exclaimed:
H haven’t heard of anything that is
attractive to me as staying at home
and looking after my children, which
I have neglected for four years. For
the last four years t have been
pretty well tied up antj have looked
I back to my business and give more
time to my family."

Plain Cloth

Beautiful Models—Exclusive in design, with beautiful furs.
Only one of each kind at a saving of 25% to 40% from
early prices.
Duplicated in other materials at regular prices—if desired
two weeks’ delivery.

Belter’s Coats Need No Advertising
for They Are the Best Made
Green Room—second Floor

“BUY OR ORDER THIS MONTH—JACK FROST IS ON
HIS WAY”

Men’s Cloth Coats—English Tailored—Just Arrived

“ON MY SET”

Phil Jones is witnessing the Harv
ard-Dartmouth game in Cambridge
today.

We hope you will visit our store and give us a
look at least. An up to date fur department from
which we can take care of your wants.

Every Price

“The Conquest of Fear and Preju
dice” will be the pastor’s subject at
the First Baptist Church Sunday
morning at 10.30. The dedication of
infants will be held at this service.
Mrs. Rachel Browne will sing “For
give Me. I-ord,” Ackley and the ehoir
SUNDAY
will sing "O For the WJings of Dove,”
7.15’
Mendelssohn.
The Church School
convenes at the noon hour and the
“TEMPTATIONChristian Endeavor at 6 o’clock.
Continuing in the series of aermons
RUNNING PAST THE
on ’Temptation” the pastor will speak
DANGER SIGNALS”
at 7.15 on “Running Past the Danger
<---- »
Signals.” Special music will be ren
dered by the Camden male quartet in
Camden Male Quartet
addition to the arthem "Seek Ye the
Florian Clark, Trombonist
Lord” by the choir and a trombone
Chorus Choir
solo by Florean Clark. The topic of
the prayer meeting on
Tuesday
Next Sunday Night—
evening will be "Pure Heartedness—
“TRAMP A NO. 1”
the Secret of Seeing the Invisible
God,” continuing the study of the
Sermon on the Mount. There will be
FIRST
a meeting of the Teachers’ Training
Class on Wednesday evening and the
BAPTIST CHURCH
Five-day Institute will be held Nov.
-11.
There is to be a meeting of
The Boys’ Band will meet at the the trustees of the church on Tuesday
High School today at 1.30.
evening at 8.15.

The Chapin Class will meet with
Mrs. Lena True Tuesday evening.

We cannot duplicate and it will pay you to think
quick and act quick, and we expect to make Octo
ber a record month in our Fur Department.

WE OFFER AND CAN DELIVER:

CuflfevGeekGtf/

The
Vlnalhaven
&
Rockland
Steamboat Co. is now on its winter
Harlan Dean and Raymond Gibson schedule with one boat making all the
ar.- at Knox Hospital for observation landings, arriving daily at about 9.45
and sailing at 1.30.
and treatment following an accident
at Winslows Mills yesterday morning
Herman, young (ton of Harry L.
while unloading poles.
Both hoys
Peavey, of Fulton street, had lofty
were severely bruised though the ex
ideas Thursday afternooW, but fell
tent of their Injuries has not been
from the tree which lie was climb
exactly determined as yet They are
ing and broke his left arm.
natives Of Unity and are in the em
ploy of the Central Maine Tower Co.
II. N. Brnsier brought to The Cou
____
? <' ■
rier-Gazette oflice yesterday a gener
Strawberry shortcake right out of
ous carton of as handsome apples as
your own garden is not the fortu
His gift re
nate experience of many 'Rockland ever grew on a tree.
spited in considerable "chewing,” but
people, yet that is what kites Helen
tj^e verdict was favorable.
Corbett had on her dipaer table
Thursday. The strawberry’patch on
her premises at The HigMfrnds has
borne profusely since last June, and
the vines Are still loaded' with her
Ties which will ripen if this sort of
weather holds on a while linger.

In a Larger and Better Variety Than We Have

• • • «

Races Called At 1.00 P. M.
Children Free
Grandstand Seats Free

Clifford. Hamilton has bought one
of the attractive new houses on
Chestnut street erected by F. M. Kit
tredge.
There will be a card parity at 0—■ A. R. hall Tuesday evenin'? given
i The first freight over the new Carl,
ton Bridge wilt be a 14-oar train by the Sons of Veterans auxiliary. •
laden with Dragon cement for the
GharUe Swett Is acting as com
Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
mander in chief at Newbert’a Restau
Inspector of Customs Charlee R. rant while "Dick” is having his .an
nual vacation.
Magee went to Damariscotta Thurs
day and officially viewed a 72-foot
Sumner C. Sleeper, formerly In
fishing smack built for Gloucester
charge of the Coast Patrot base here,
parties.
has been In the city a few days. He
has been located In Detroit since leav
Ralph Feyler has moved into the
ing here.
Donohue apartments on Park street.
The Fred Clark tenement on South
A feature of the, morning service
Main street, which he vacated, Is
now occupied by Mrs. Electa Phll- at the Universalist Church tomorrow
will be Handel's “Largo,” given by
brook.
Miss Margaret Stahl, organist, Miss
The,coming of a minstrel show al Mabel F. Lamb pianist, and A. R.
ways brings a thrill even to those Marsh violinist.

1

M

Suhday services at the Salvation
Aimy will be at 11 a. m. and 8 p.
m. with Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Weekly meetings are Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday at 8 p. m.; |
Band of Love Friday at 4 p. m. and
Sewing Circle Thursday at 7 p. m i
A public stereopticon lecture will be
given Monday evening at 7.30.
I

THE LAST RACE OF THE SEASON

Mrs. Olive M. Sylvester, employed
In the office of the Lawrence Portland
Cement Company, has been appointed
notary public.

MusSD

• • « •

At-The Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, “Shaken Into
Simplicity.” The Pilgrim Choir will
sing. The Church School will ebnvene at the noon hour.
The Fel- i
lowship League will meet In the
vestry at 6 o’clock.
• • • •

HORSE RACING
*

Rev. Joseph Clare of Portland will
have charge of the services at the
M. E. Church tomorrow and Miss
Crockett will lead the choir.
The
church school will meet at noon. Le
roy Chahto will lead the prayer serv
ice at 7.30 Tuesday.

Fur Coats and Fur Trimmed Coats

uller- Cobb-Davis

F

MRS. CORILLA CROCKETT
In

the

passing

of

Mrs.

Corilla

(Sawyer) Crockett, which occurred in

Casper, Wyoming, Oct. 7, a former
Rockland resident has gone on to the
new life. Mrs. Crockett had been In
ill healthvfor some time, and the end
came quietly and peacefully In the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Cyrus
W. Hills, where she had received the
tenderest care from both Mr. and
Mrs. Hills.
Mrs. Crockett was born in Northport. Oct. 12, 1852, the daughter of
Cascilda (Frye) and Walter Sawyer.
She came to Rockland when a child
and made her l.ome here until 1920,
when she went to Casper, Wyoming,
to live with her daughter, Mrs. Hills.
Mrs. Crockett, however, in the period
between 1920 and 1936 made several
trips back to Rockland, remaining
once for nearly an entire year and
maintaining her own home.
She was married to Capt. Franklin
Crockett In 1874 and for many years
resided on Cedar street, where she
was warmly regarded by her neigh
bors.
She was a member of the
Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
She is survived by a daughter, Mrs.
Cyrus Hills and a son, C. \V. Crockett
of Rutherford, N. J.; also a brother.
Paul Sawyer of Rockland. The fu
neral services were held from Mr.
Sawyer's home on Jefferson street,
Oct. 11, Rev. IV. S. Rounds officiating
and the Rebekah services being used.
The bearers were William, Roland.
David and Elmer Crockett.
Inter
ment was made In the family lot at
Achorn cemetery.
Pleasant Valley Grange Is giving
a supper, entertainment and social
at their hall, Talbot avenue, Oct 28.
Supper served at 5.30, price 35 cents;
entertainment, adults, 25 cents, chil
dren 10 ^ents.
Music by Harvles'
Harmonies.—adv
127-129.

Basil H. Stinson, In his capacity as
CARD OF THANKS
BORN
I wLsh to express my sincere thanks t
vice commander of the Maine De
Hopkins—Rockland, Britt •Maternity Home.
partment of American Legion, In Oct. 82. to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer J. Hopkins of those who were ko kind to me during my
at the Knox Hospital,
North Haven, a son, Lyman Frederick.
stalled the new officers of WinslowCray—Vlnalhaven, Oct. 19, to Mr. and Mra.
Mrs. Laura Dy
Holbrook Poet Thursday night, with Homer Gray, a daughter, Donna.
(the exeptlon of Edward Connors, ad
DIED
jutant, who was out of town. Lunch
was served after the exercises.
Cove—Owl's Hoad, Oct. 13. Barbara H„
It Is always a pleasure to see the
horses go at Knox Trottnlg Park and
the race next Wednesday will be a
thriller.
Dr. Blllngwuod will drive
The Sheik in the 2.13 class.

wife of Albert Cove, aged 71 yeara, 11 months.
8 Ilya.
Keene—(Portland, Oct. —, William Crosby
Keene. Burial at Bremen.
Butler—Warren. Oct.
19.
William
H.
Sunday at 1.30 o'clock frum the home at I
Pleasantville.

AGAINST THE CITY
The books of the City of Rock

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and neigh
Two motion picture cameras wilt bors for their acta of kindness and sympathy
during our recent bereavement In the loss of
be aimed at the Rockland excursion- our eon and brother, Philip.
ists when they reach Bath Monday *
John Altooen and family.

forenoon. If you are a member of
that notable party you are likely to
Hallett Gilberto, hhe well known
as > yourself on the screen at the local
composer, was a visitor in the city
theatres.
yesterday.

You have in a Guardian
Memorial an expression of
eternal beauty, peace and
security. Fashioned by mas
ter craftsmen from selecoed
Barre Granite, it is protected
forever by a Jones Brothers
Guarantee Bond.

BILLS

land

for

year and

the

present

municipal

administration will

126-127

. MRS. HETH’S DANCING CLASSES
OPENING THURSDAY, OCT. 27
BABY CLASS (3 to 5 years) 2 to 3 p. M. Folk, Pantomime and In
terpretive baby dances taught.

POYS’ AND GIRLS' CLASS, 4 to 5 P. M., in Balt Room Dancing and
Deportment

GIRLS’ CLASS, 5 to 6 P. M. in Russian Ballet.
Toe, Interpretive, etc.

ADVANCED CLASS from 7 to 8 P. M. in Ball ftoom Dancing.

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS

ADULTS CLASS arranged for Evening Lesson.

For further information call MRS. HETH, at Copper Kettle
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Ma.

AuthorizeJ Distributor!

be

closed Nov. 1st, and all those hav
ing bills against the city are urged
to have them in the hands of the
City Treasurer not later than Sat
urday, October 29.

AFTERNOON LESSONS AT TEMPLE HALL

EVENINGS AT COPPER KETTLE

Page Four
QUESTION OF DEEDS

Law Court Renders Import. .
ant Decision In Case of
Glover vs. Smith.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
It is time to plant your Tulips

and Hyacinths in the garden and to

s
i
I

s

plant and store in the cellar those

i
L
S
B
Y

pots of Bulbs that are to blossom

for you in the early winter.

Time,

too, to fill your fern dishes and

bring in the out door plants that

Y
»

X-*

will bloom for a while inside.

need

Dishes,

Bulbs,

You

Jardiniers,

S

Ferneries, Ferns and Plant Food,

and we are ready to supply them.

i

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
!

399 Main Street

Rockland
ll7-tf

A decision of much Importance In
real estate matters has been hand
ed down by Law Court in the case of
W. H. Glover vs. L. B. Smith, the
ertry being "exceptions over-ruled.”
The rescript follows:
The question directly Involved ls
the right of possession of real estate
(I > n South Thomaston. The answer
depends upon certain deeds, all of
which purport to convey the pro
perty.
Plaintiff’s deeds: (a) Annie V.
Smith to Fred A. Thorndike et als
(1918) warranty deed subject to a
mortgage given the year before by
Arnie V. Smith to Blanche Waldron.
As hereinafter appears the defendant
relies upon this mortgage for his
claim of title and right of posses
sion; (b) Fred A. Thorndike et als to
Leonard B. Smith (1920) warrantydeed subject to said mortgage; (c)
Sheriff's deed to W. H. Glover Co.
plaintiff (1924) conveying interest of
Leonard B. Smith.
The right of redemption from the
sheriff's sale having expired the
plaintiff at the time of beginning the
suit (1926) held the prlma facie
title to, and right of possession of the
premises against everybody except
persons lawfully holding under the
mortgage, to Blanche Waldron above
referred to. The defendant admit
ting that he had lost through a levy
all interest in the equity of redemp
tion, says that, after the levy, he ac
quired title under the mortgage.
Defendant's deeds; (a) Annie V.
Sjnith to Blanche Waldron (1917)
Mortgage; (b) Blanche Waldron to
Lizzie E. Davis (1919). Assignment
of above mortgage. (c) Lizzie E.
Davis began foreclosure (March
1824). As appears below this fore’’osnre was not effectual; (d) Lizzie
E. Davis to Fred A. Thorndike et
(Is (March 1925)
Assignment of
above mortgage; (e) Fred A. Thorn
dike et als to Leonard B. Smith, the
defendant, (June 1925).
Warrantydeed.
•

You’ll Never Really Know
Until You Dike it * - ♦
★

★

★

An Oakland All-American flashes by . . .
Smartness. Poise. The silence of a shadow ...
And instinctively you sense why everyone is
saying, “That’s the car!’’... Sense it by the
new and rakish beauty of the Fisher coachwork. By the outward air of stamina and
speed. It’s obviously something new and fresh
and different. But you’ll never really know
until you drive it!... Come get a demonstra
tion. Come get behind the wheel. No need to
concern yourself about mechanical details—
just get behind the wheel—and get a thrill!
NEW LOW PRICES: 2-Door Sedan, 91045; Landau
Coupe, 91045; Sport Roadster, $1075; 4-Door Sedan,
91145; Cabriolet, 91145; Landau Sedan, 91265.
The Nan and Roar Pontiac SU,t74Stat9tS. All price, at feetacr.
Delivered prioM indudc minimum hendlinf charsee. foe? pay
wt Ik. liberal General Mater, Tiaee Payment flan.

BAY VIEW GARAGE
t 16 BAY VIEW STREET

CAMDEN, ME.

KLAND
EBICAN SIX
PRODUCT OP GENERAL MOTORS

BIRD’S ROOFS

e

•

•

OWL’S HEAD

WALDOBORO

Barbara Helen Gove
The whole community was saddened to learn of the sudden death
of Barbara H.. wife of Albert Gove
which occurred Oct. 13. Although in
poor health for some time the en<^
came most unexpectedly.
Mrs. Gove (Barbara H. Hiltz) was
born Nov. 5, 1855, and was married
to Albert Gove Sept. 19. 1894, coming
here from Portsmouth, N. H.. 22
years ago. She was a woman of rare
personality, always ready to help
th< se In need and to administer love
and kindness to all within her reach.
The mother of eleven children with
whom she parted in infancy her
thoughts turned toward the off
spring of others and her love for
children was outreaehing.
Never
did a childish hand leave her door
Without bearing away a token of
love. She was Grammie Gove to
them all.
A great sufferer, she bore it pa
tiently, and the writer recalls, her
thanking God because he had spared
her life through the night, and al
though in great pain wanting to as
sure all that it was God’s will and it
must be right. She often spoke of
the comfort received from reading
her Bible and from having been
taught to pray when a child.
Besides her husband her household
was composed of Mr. Philbrook, bet
ter known as “Uncle George" who
had been one of the family many
years and to whom she had administeted every kindness, espcially dur
ing the last year and a half since he
has been in failing health, an
adopted son, Wilbert Gove, for whom
she showed a mother's love, Wilbert
Abbott whom she had mothered part
of the time since an infant and
Charlie a poor feeble-minded boy
whom she had befriended and cared
for several years. She is also sur
vived hy an adopted daughter Mrs.
Waiter Kirk of Middletown, Conn,
and a brother William Hiltz of
Rockland.
The family have the sympathy of
the entire community in their sorrow
and loss.
Funeral services were held Sun
day at her late residence Rev. Mr.
White speaking impressive and com
forting words.
The flowers were
many and beautiful, silent testimon
ials of love and tender feeling.

Miss Edith Benner is in Portland
this week.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Gross of
Gloucester, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Melissa Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Peterson and
children and Herman Nash of Brock
ton, Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. Shirley
Gross of Oceanvllle have been guests
of Mrs. Cora Nash.
Miss Estella Bartlett and Miss
Nellie Bartlett and Archie Coombs of
Northeast Harbor and Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Garland of Ellsworth spent
the weekend with Mr and Mrs. E. E.
Brackett.
Miss Mary Louise Miller enter
tained her young friends in honor of
her fourth birthday at her home on
Church street Saturday afternoon.
The time was passed pleasantly in
playing games on the lawn. Dainty
refreshments
were
served.
The
guests were Barbara Sampson, Bev
erly Richards. Everett Welt and
Douglas Richards.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Perry went to
Portland Tuesday taking their little
daughter Edith for surgloal treat
ment.
Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney has pre
sented the following books to the
library: The Mating Call by BeSch;
Told by an Idiot, Macauley; Hang
man's House. Don Bryne; When Is
Always. Dawson; One Braver Thing.
Dehan; The Hillman, Opponheim;
Lucretia tximbard, Norris; Chevrons,
Nason; The Raft, Dawson.
Herman Kuhn has returned from
Brockton, Mass
Miss Margaret Ashworth was at
home from Freeport for the weekend
Mrs. Percy Moody and children
have been visiting relatives in Cushjng.
Mrs. Ella L. White has returned
from a three weeks’ visit in Massacusetts.
Friends of William Crosby Keene
were sorry to hear of his death, fol
lowing a surgical operation at a Port
land hospital. Mr. Keene had been
living in Portland with his son Her
bert since the death of his wife. Fu
neral services were held Wednesday
ifternoon at his home in Bremen.
Mrs. W. P. 'Wyman has returned
from Everett, Mass
Edward Benner is working in the
poatnfflee during the absence of Stacy
L. Keizer who is on his vacation.
Mrs. Earle Benner is employed in
(he Vogue store.
A new piece of cement side walk is
being laid in front of the Baptist
Church.
The 'Waldoboro Garage horse, Togo
M . won another victory at the Tops
ham Fair. He won three straight
heats in tiie 2.17 class with a purse
of $500.

It is clear that if the foreclosure
hy-Lizzie E. Davis had been valid
VINALHAVEN
and had. after the lapse of a year,
Rev. A. G. Henderson will preach
ripened Into a title in Thorndike at
als, her assignees, their warranty- at Union Church Sunday morning
deed would have given to the defen and evening. At the 11.30 service the
dant sole title andrightof possession subject will be “The Power of Ex
But the foreclosure was ineffectual ample" and in the evening “The
Lizzie E. Davis undertook to fore Eternal Presence." There will be
close by serving a notice of foreclo special music it both services.
Ned Littlefield of Wollaston. Mass
sure. (Act. of 1917, Chap. 192, Sec.2)
SOUTH WARREN
The notice was served upon Annie is the guest of his grandparents. Mr.
V. Smith only and was sqrved after and Mrs. Calvin Vinal.
|W. K. Jordan has had his barn
Mrs.
Fred
Robbins
entertained
her warranty deed to Thorndike et
wired for electric lights.
ils had been recorded.
The statute Tuesday evening at the home of bee
E. S. Bucklin of North Waldoboro
requires the notice to be served upon sister-in-law Mrs. Reuben Carver, has been a recent guest ot relatives
the record holder of the rigtit of re the 'Washington Club and other and friends here.
Refreshments were served
demption. Therefore when Thorn guests.
IH. H. Lermord and Mrs. C. J.
dike et als in 1925 gave their deed to and the evening devoted to flinch.
Copeland returned Monday from
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Simmons Providence, R. I. Their brother E. O.
the defendant (the grantors) had
simply the status of mortgages under of Brockton, Mass., are guests of Mr. Lermond lemains seriously ill.
and Mrs William Benner.
an unforeclosed mortgage.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar IHaskell of
Rev. and Mrs. M. G. Perry and H. Deer Isle were in town Thursday en
Our court has repeatedly held that
such a deed from a mortgagee, who M. Noyes of North Haven were in route for Boston.
is out of possession, conveys nothing town Thursday evening.
Owing to the storm 'Wednes
Edgar Sukeforth and Charles of day
unless the mortgage debt is also
the • fair
at
Good
(Will
the U. S. N. left Thursday to toin Grange hall was held on Thurs
transferred !o the granted.
“A deed by a mortgagee not hav ship at Rockland.
day. The weather that day continu
Mr. and Mrs Charles Webster en ing unsettled the attendance was not
ing made entry and being out of
possession conveys no legal title to tertained the "Buddies" at their home so large as usual, consequently sev
the land unless accompanied by a Wednesday evening. Lunch was eral articles were left unsold. The
transfer of the mortgage indebted served.
supper and dance were well patro
ness” Farnsworth vs. Kimball 112
Mrs. William Lawry returned nized. Clark's orchestra furnished
Me. 243.
Thursday from Portland where she music for the dance. The committees
"The interest (of a mortgagee) in attended Rebekah Assembly.
of the various tables are very grate
land is inseparable from the debt
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddocks of ful trf all who assisted by con
It is incident to the debt and can- Boston arrived Thursday and are tributing articles for sale. The towel
no, be detached from it." Lunt vs guests of Mr. and Mrs. Aura Roberta. ends made by a young girl at the
Lunt 71 Me. 379. Wyman vs. Porter
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Lyford and lit Bridgewater (Mass.) State Farm
IOS Me. 115.
tle daughter Ruth were in Rockland elicited much favorable comment. A
• • « •
Tuesday
velvet rug which also attracted much
The case does not show that the
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Gray are re attention is now the property of Mrs.
mortgagee ever took possession, or ceiving congratulations on the ar Nina Gregory of Glencove.
that the mortgage debt or any part rival of a daughter, Donna, born Oct.
Mrs. L. B. Wood of Bangor is at the
of it was transferred to the defend
19.
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ant. At this stage the burden was
Joseph Kittredge returned this O. A. Copeland while recovering from
upon the defendant. The plaintiff week from Boston.
injuries received in an automobile
hv the production of his deed made
Lawrence Ames recently purchased collision at Hampden Saturday night.
out a prima facie case of right of Mrs. Emma Greer.’s residence on At
Mr. and Mrs. James Packard of
possession as against everybody ex lantic avenue.
Bangor have been recent guests at L.
cept persons lawfully claiming under
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Johnson and R. (Bucklin's on their return from a
mortgage. The burden of going for Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson were
ward and proving a better right in in Rockland Wednesday to visit their vacation passed in Massachusetts.
himself was thus cast upon the de father A. G. Johnson who is at Knox While staying overnight in Portland
they were so unfortunate as to have
fendant. Under the law as estab Hospital.
their car stolen with many articles of
lished by the cases above cited and
Mrs. Rachel Gove has returned to
upon the facts, as they are made to her home in Augusta having been the value in it. No clue has yet been
appear in this case, the plaintiff is guest of her sister Mrs. EdwaPd found to the thief.
entitled to possession.
White.
Germany's rag trade is languish
The rule. Indicated by the above
ing, it is announced, because the men
cases, that the mortgage debt, and
UNION
wear their clothes too long and the
the mortgage lien securing it are in
Mrs. J. D. McEdwards of Liver women wear theirs too short.—Min
separable Is not to be taken literal
ly.
It goes without saying that more Falls spoke Friday evening at neapolis Journal.
mortgage notes or bonds may be th,e home of Mary Ware. It will he
transferred to many different per
remembered that this italent»d wo
sons and that the mortgage Uen will man supplied here for Rev. Mr.
he held as security for all. It should Mann, and it is a pleasure to hear
also go without saying that by her.
proper stipulation in a mortgage the
Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Meservey of
mortgagee may be given the right to Waterville and Mr. and Mrs. G. O
assign his lien, including his right Meservey of Liberty were guests of a face powder like this new wonder
>f possession, in trust to secure the Mrs. W. A. Meservey and family re ful French Process Powder called
mortgage debt.
cently.
MELLO-GIA)—stays
on
longer—
But following the earlier cases we
Rev. Mr. Sargent of Edgeconib
hold that in the absence of such stip
will occupy She Congregational pul keeps that ugly shine away—gives
ulation a mortgagee out of posses pit again Sunday. Service at 10 30 the skin a soft, peachy look—prevents
sion cannot effectually convey his
Our town was well represented at large pores. You will be amazed at
mortgage lien without also transfer Augusta Monday at the hearing for
the beautifying qualities and purity
ring the mortgage debt.
Route 101.
• • • •
of MELLO-G-bO. You will be glad
Mrs. W. A. Meservey has been
The presiding justice ruled in ac
spending the past week with her sis you tried it. Corner Drug Store and
cordance with this opinion. The de
all other good stores.
ter, Mrs. E. V. Townsend.
ferdant's exceptions cannot be sus
tained. After the defendant received
his warranty deed in 1925 he convej ed the property in mortgage to a
Federal Land Bank. This corpora
tion tiled a motion to intervene,
which motion was denied. Excep
tions to the denial were reserved.
Intervention may be claimed as a
right when the intervenor “will
either gain or lose by the direct Ie
g. ! operation and (ffect of the judg
ment.” 20 R. C. L. 685 and caises
(l ed. We think that the situation
disclosed in this case does not come
HEN I think of the way I used to
within this rule. The presiding jus
do the week’s wash, I’m aston
tice exercised his discretion in de
ished) Rubbing, scrubbing, boiling —
nying the motion. No abuse of dis
hours over the washboard—
ci t-tion i« apparent.
But now I get a whiter, brighter wash
The plaintiff corporation has the
just hy soaking! Not a bit of hard rubbing
right of possession as against L. B.
to wear dotnes thin and ruin my hands.
Smith, but not as against any per
son or corporation lawfully claim
Clothes soaked in Rinso suds don’t
ing under the mortgage originally
need to be scrubbed. For Rinso soaks out
held by Blanche Waldron. Whether
the dirt and stains so easily that there’s
the plaintiff has the right to redeem
hardly any work for me to do. Makes
tho property from this mortgage,
even the hardest water soft and sudsy.
upon payment of what sum and to
Even boiling isn’t needed, for Rinso
whom, and what the rights of Ihe
My clothes nou> soak whiter
whitens without boiling—sterilizes, tool
li i ties are with reference to a sec
than I could scrub them
And Rinso is so economical; it’s all I
ond mortgage given by the defen
need on washday. Just try itl
dant. and later discharged, are ques
tions which cannot be determined in
the present action.
The Granulated
Soaks
E. W. Pike for W. H. Glover Co.;
Soap
Clothes Whiter
Charles T. Smalley for L. B. Smith;
Andrews, Nelson & Gardiner, for
I'ederai Land Bank,

Women Have
Always Wanted

I

Every-Other-Day
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Bird's Twin Shingles

Tan have probably delayed repairing that old
worn-out, weather-beaten roof because you just
didn’t want to go through the trouble of ripping
off the old shingles. You know that it would be a
dirty, messy job, littering up your lawns and garden
plots with splinters, nails and broken shingles.
Here’s good news! You can cover your home with
out going through all that unnecessary work. Save
the time and money you would spend tearing up
the old shingles. Lay Bird’s Twin Shingles or
Fours right over your present worn-out roof!
Bird’s Twin Shingles, laid over yoor old shingles, will make
a darable, weather-proof and waterproof double roof for your
home that will protect you from rain, snow, and from flying
> gpaiks and embers.

Btnfa Twin

Shingles are made by Bird & Son. inc. (Est.
; 1795), manufacturers of Bird’s Shingle Design Roll Roofing,
' Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper and NeponL set Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort of buildingl
Fie are headquarters Jar Bird’s roofings,
building papers and wall board.

W. H.
453 Main St.

GLOVER & CO.
Tel. 14

Rockland, Me.

I said “Good-bye blue
Monday”

-when I discovered this
safe “no-work” soap

W

Rinso

BOSTON

Your Chance to Be First

by Steamer
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
Leave Rockland 8 P. M,
Due Boston 7 A. M.

To BANGOR
Via Camden, Belfast, Bucksport and
Winterport
Leave Rockland 5 A. M,
Due Bangor 10 A. M.

To BAR HARBOR
Blue Hill

Maine Central Service Across the Bridge Between Woolwich
and Bath Begins OCTOBER 24

Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
Leave 5 A. M., calling at way land
ings. Due Bar Harbor and Blue Hill
11 A. M.
Connections at Boston with Steamer
to New York
Reduced fares on automobiles

SPECIAL REDUCED RATE EXCURSION ON
FIRST TRAIN TO CROSS THE BRIDGE

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES

Only $1.73 Rockland to Bath and Return

Special Tickets For You to Retain as a Souvenir
Special leaves Rockland 6.20 a. m. Arrives Bath 8 A. m.
Returning
Leave Bath 10.15 a. m. Due Rockland 1 1.55 a m.
MAINE
CENTRAL

SHIP YOUR

VEAL, PIGS
1-ive and Dressed
TO

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

FOR CHRISTMAS

Eastern Standard Tima

Trains Leave Rockland for

Knox and Lincoln Farm Bureau Augusta, A|?.IO a. m., 17.15 a. m , 11.45 p. m.,
Making Risady For Its Box Meet t«15 p. m.
Bangor, AJ7.1O a. ro., |7.15 a. nr, 11.45 p. nr,
ings.
tri. 15 p. nr
,

It is now nearly time for meetings
to be held on Christmas Suggestions, .
says tiie Farm Bureau News. Two
schedules have been made up and
these should be closely followed. In
all cases the chairman of each com
munity will be responsible for re
ceiving and sending of the boxes.
Here is the list:
Box No. 1
Oct. 27—Hope. Mrs. Emile Hobbs.
Nov. 3—Friendship. Mrs. Sarah
Jameson.
Nov. 8—Damariscotta Mills, Mrs.
Mary Sherman.
Nov. 11—Newcastle, Mrs. Mary
Garnache.
Nov. 15—Montsweag. Mrs. Evelyn
Bailey.
Nov. 22—Dresden,
Mrs. Annie
Hcudlette.
Nov. 29—Nobleboro. Mrs. Freda
Brackett.
Dec. 2—East Union. Mrs. Jennie
Payson.
i
Dec. 6—Bunker Hill. Mrs. Roswell
Llnscott.
Dec. 9—Bristol, Mrs. Charlotte
Benner.
Box No. 2
Nov. 1—North Jpdgecomb. Mrs.
Harold Haggett.
Nov. 4—Damariscotta, Mrs. O. H.
Hayes.
Nov. 9—South Thomaston, Mrs.
Emma Knowlton.
Nov. 15—Appleton, Mrs. Edith
Gurney.
Nov. 18—Camden. Mrs. Edna Start
Nov. 22—Union. Mrs. Maude Calderwood.
Nov. 25—Warren, Mrs. Gertrude
Rowe.
Nov. 29—Whitefield, Mrs. Grace
Bailey.
Dec. 1—Aina, Mrs. G. M. P. Carle
ton
POULTRY ACCOUNTS

Boston, AI7.10 a. nr, t7.15 a. nr, 11.45 p. m.,
16.15 p m.
Brunswick, A(7.10a. ro., 17.15a. nr, 11.45p. nr,
16.15 p. ro.
Lewiston, AI7.10 a. m., 17.15 a. nr, 11.45 p. nr
New York, 11.45 p. nr
Portland, A|7.H) a. m., t7.15 a. nr, 11.45 p. m ,
|6.15p. ro. .
Waterville, A17.10 a. m., 17.15 a. m., 11.45 p. m ,
16.15 p. m.
Woolwich, J7.10 a. nr, t7.15 a. nr, 11.45 p. nr,
16.15 p. nr
I Daily, except Sunday.
| Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool-

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

(Subject to mange Without Notice)
IN EFFEfT OCT. 22. 1927
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN S
ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6 30, North Haven 7.30, Vinal
haven 8.30, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.45.

N. E. Hollis & Co.
Commission Merchants
47-53 North Market Street
37-42 Merchants Row
BOSTON, MASS.
ONE OF THE OLDEST
ESTABLISHED COMMISSION
HOUSES IN BOSTON
PROMPT RETURNS
Weekly Market Reporti
Mailed Upon Request

Farms, City Hornes^
Cottages, House and
Cottage Lots, General
Real Estate.

EARLE LUDWICK
38 Chestnut St Rockland
Telephone 723-M
14-8-tf

Return—Leaves Rockland at I 30 P. M.,

Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven at 3.45, Ston
ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan’s Island
about 6.30 P. .\L
B. H. STINSON, General Agen*.

DR. E. B. HOWARD
i

Dentist

NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
Themselves of This Service por
This Service-Is To Meet Any
Financial Need

Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
i
,119-tf

DR. E. L.SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only Tel. 136
35 Limerock Street
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Oeteopathy

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

Nearly 100 poultrymen have ap
Osteopathic Physician
plied for the poultry accounts to
Graduate of American School ef
start Nov. 1st. These books are a
Oeteopathy
great help to any man and are fur
nished free to those who agree to
By Appointment Only Tel. 823
keep them for a year. Application 38 Summer Street
Rockiand
for books should now be in the Farm
Bureau offlce, Warren. Bi-monthly
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
letters are sent to all those who
start the • books. These letters deal
Dentist
with timely poultry subjects. Get 400 Main Street
Roeklane
one of the accounts and your name
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
will be put on the mailing list for
CSsa Hours: 9 to 13—1 to I
these letters.
Evenings by Appointment

For a Cold or Cough

GRIP

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

Keep the bowele open and take

Office Honrs: 1 to 3 and 7 to • P. If

BROWN’S RELIEF

Residence until 9 A. M.. and by
Appointment.

on rieing and retiring
Norway Medicine Co.

POULTRY

Real Estate
Personal Property
Loans Privately
2—Offices—2
Office Hours: 9 A. M. to 5.30 P. M.
Lawful Rate of Interest

Buy Three Crow Whole Mixed
Spice, and Silver Seal Vinegar, for
making your Pickles.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON. ME.

STATE OF MAINE

Knox 88
To the Honorable Judge of the Supreme
Judicial Court rrext to be held at »Rock!aad.
within and for the County of Knox, on the
ne-ohd Tuesday of January. 1928.
B’anthe Ethel Flower of St. George In said Announce* opening of office In Ode
County of Knox, respectfully represents that
Fellow* Block, Opp. Pootoffice.
she was lawfully married to Frank Edward
Room 6-6-7
Flower at I’o tland. Maine, on the twenty- Tel. 470
first day of May. 1919. that they lived to
. M.tf
gether as husband and wife at various places
In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and
at said St. George, from the time of their
said marriage until the sixteenth day of Sep
tember. 1924 ; that vour libellant has al
ways conducted herself toward her said hus
band as .i faithful, true and affectionate wife;
PLUMBING. HEATING
that on the said sixteenth day of September.
1924 her 3aid husband deserted your libellant
without cause and went to parts unknown
106 Ploaaant Street,
Rockland
to her, since which time, she has never seen
Telephone 344-W
nor heard from him or received from him
any support; that his residence is unknown
to your libellant and cannot be ascertained
by reasonable diligence; wherefore your Li
bellant charges her said husband with utter de
sertion continued for three consecutive years,
next prior to ihe filing of this libel; that her
said husband, being of sufficient ability or
being ab’e in labor and provide for her,
grossly, wantonly and crue’ly refuses or ne
glects to provide a suitable maintenance for
her. your said libellant.
Wherefore, your said libellant prays that
the bonds of matrimony now existing be
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
tween her and her said husband may he dis
solved by divorce, and as In duty bound, will
ever pray
Dated at Rbckland. Maine, this fourth day
of October. A. D. 1927.
BLANCHE ETHEL FLOWER
Hub-crlbed and sworn to, before me, this
fourth day of October, A. D 1927.
*
E. C. PAY-SON,
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE
(Seal)
Knox. ss.
Clerk’s Office. Sup-eme Judicial Court,
In Vacation.
Rockland. October 4. A. D. 1927.
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
Doughnuts Are Best
Libc ant give notice to said Frank Edward
Flower to appear before our Supreme
Judicial •Court, to he holden at Rockland,
within and for the County of Knox, on the
sefond Tuesday of January A, D. 1928, by
publishing an attested copy of said Libel,
and the order thereon, three weeks success
ive y In The Coirier-Gazette, a newspaper
Foot of Spring St.
Rockland
printed In Rockland In our County of Knox,
80-tf
the last pub'lcatlon to be thirty days at least
prior to said second Tuesday of January next,
that he may there and then in our said court
appear and show cause. If any he have, why
the prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted.
_ THE DIAMOND BKAND.
A
Lad lest Ask yawr Drafglat fi
WARREN C. PHILBROOK,
Chl-cheB-ters Diamond Uran-,,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
Pills In Bad sad 4>aM mmllkV
(Seal)
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.'
lbbon.>^<
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Court thereon.
Attest:
sou, taw*, u Bat, SOM, Ahn,, RoiUbl.
MILTON M GRIFFIN. Clerk.

C. S. ROBERTS
Attorney

DRESSED CALVES
LIVE AND DRESSED

POULTRY
I
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

FREDS. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials

, PROMPT RETURNS

T.H.WHEELERCO.
A RELIABLE
COMMISSION HOUSE

93-101 Clinton St.
BOSTON

DON’T ASK US

ASK ANYONE !

DOWNYFLAKE

TRAINER’S

CHICHESTER S PILLS

141-8137

WPWWISTSWRWE

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thia firm haa
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tol. Day 450; Night, 781-f
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Knox County Court Houae

R9CKLANP, MAINE

Lve—,' Other-Day
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1AL
A ROCKLAND

Just Received

H. R. Winchenbach Writes Fine Article In National Clover
dale Contest Series.

A CAR OF

High Test
GASOLINE

(Sermonette by Herman R.
\\ inchenbaugh, Rockland, Me.,
submitted in National Cloverdale
contest. Text: “Verily, I Say
Unto You, Worry.’’)

Vi

L.
<3

THE FAMQUS 68-70

IT

This is Absolutely the Best That Money Can Buy

TRY IT FOR FALL AND WINTER

/

DRIVING

Thurston Oil Co.
104 Park Street

Tel. 127

Rockland, Me.

RUGS AND CARPETS

Clean Up and Paint Up

SHAMPOOED
Send Ue One For Trial
Let lie Show You What Fine
Results We Can Attain

We have the Highest Quality of
PAINT AND VARNISH
For Every Purpose

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
Limerock Street

Phone 170

Lymebumer & Annis
872 Main St.
Rockland
Phones 583-W—223-J

DAVID L McCARTY

1».«

REGISTERED DRUGGIST
DRUGS, SUNDRIES, PATENT MEDICINES, DOCTORS’ AND
HOUSEHOLD PRESCRIPTIONS

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION

606 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1048-M

It Ie not the Original
coat, but the up-keep
that sella RUDY Fur
naces. Call us or come
in and ask ue about
the price of a RUDY
HEATER for your

SLEEPER BROS.
PLUMBING AND HEATING
246 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

SIMON K. HART
Manufacturer of Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
ROCKLAND, ME.

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
PRICES RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT
Agents for "BESTWALL” (The Beet Plasterboard Made)
ATLAS PAINTS, MURPHY VARNISHES

W. J. ROBERTSON
THOMASTON, ME.

TELEPHONE 124-3

IDEA

MAN’S

jumped in one month from prac
tically nothing, so that we were
selling every week two Sage
Cheeses, two Plain and one Pi
mento; approximately 130 pounds
per week. Our reputation was
e e e »
established. We are headquar
The virtue in most requests ters for cheese in Rockland today.
nowadays, is a sort of supreme Of course, the cheese case is hack
nonchalance. Equanimity has be where it belongs now.
come a philosophy. Mental Hy
Second—I nailed a box to an
gienists prescribe it in huge doses.
orange case (stood on end), cov
U has become a popular religion,
ered it neatly with brown paper,
strutting about under various
and placed it near the front door.
names.
Ossacionally,
people
I filled it with merchandise
practice what they preach and marked 15 cents on our shelves,
conduct their business according
such as Friend’s beans, small;
to the tenets of their religion. If
fish cakes, salmon,, olive butter,
we should all join a “Don’t
P. A. Tobacco, etc. I then tacked
Worry Club,” would Cloverdale
along ithe front of tha orange
efficiency be enhanced or retard
case a piece of clean cardboard
ed? It needs no commercial diag
bearing the legend printed with
nostician to answer that question.
red show-card ink: “Pull your
The ever increasing jingle of the
emergency! Your choice of any
cash register is made possible
of these seasonable goods for 15
only when a burden of solicitude
certs.” Mrs. Brown comes in,
chafes the manager’s soul.
secures her regular aKowance,
Now, while we are thinking in
hut approaching the door to go
let ms of worriment, do not en
out, she is caught in the trap. She
tertain the inference that we are
naturally infers there has been a
to supertieat ourselves over in
reduction. Result—We ring up
consequential matters. We are
90 cents more sales. We find it
noi to burn out our bearings be
necessary to replenish the box
cause the freight is late, or the
se\eral times a week.
District Manager does not show
Third—New potatoes were
up. We must not cry so hard
over spilt milk that we blind our going slow. Local markets were
selves to opportunities for re underselling us. With 35 bar
plenishing the pail. Worry of the rels in our stock room, we could
right kind—not testiness, not not forbear a rise of soul temper
fidgeting, not unreason, but the ature, and finally hit upon a
spirit that rests not until it is “strange device.” A barrel of
sure it has offered the Cloverdale potatoes opened, out on the side
its maximum—is the most sper walk near the entrance, a card
matic thing in all the world.
Permit me to introduce two or
three of the children of my soul
travail. We display them, not in
the spirit of hysterical egotism,
’ ut with that parental pride which
is the father’s joy, when he holds
his first horn in his arms and
realizes, “This is my own crea
tion.”
First—How we built up our
cheese business. We were sell
ing one plain cheese a month. We
very often found it necessary to
ask our District Manager to give
us credit for spoils. With much
fear and trembling, we had him
bring us a quarter of Sage
Cheese from another stock. With
this condition of our cheese busi
ness. we changed the case from
the butter counter and placed it
on our main counter near the cof
fee mill. We began to give
samples and talk cheese.
In
"passing out of the store, all cus
tomers were confronted with an
immaculate cheese case filled with
attractive cheeses.
Our sales

board nailed to it with this in
scription :—
Hello, this you, George dear?
(Red letters)
Yes, Mary dear, what is it?
(Black Letters)
, Don’t forget, will you, to bring
home a peck of Cloverdale Pota
toes? (Red letters).
All righty. Good bye. (Black
letters).
The novelty of the thing stops
everybody. And we view with
satisfaction, the rapidly decreas
ing pile in the stock room.
We have several other pets,
but as this sermonette has long
since become a sermon, we will
reserve their introduction for a
future performance.
(Note: Judging from the way
that Rockland store is forging
ahead, our friend, Mr. Winchenbaugh, must be worrying more
than ever.)

THE GREAT KOLSTER

F. W. Farrel Co. Are Proud
of Their Improved New
Radi Devices.

Safety in navigation on the
Great Lakes is rapidly increasing.
Nine Roister Radio Compasses
have been ordered from the Fed
eral Telegraph Co. hy Herbert K.
Oakes of Cleveland, a prominent
Great Lakes ship-owner, to he in
stalled on vessels under his con
trol. The decision to equip his
fleet with these safeguards is the
result of trying two Roister com
passes on his ships during the
past few months.
Four new radio beacons, which
automatically send hearings from
shore to the radio compasses on
vessels, have been placed in oper
ation on Lake Michigan hy the
U. S. Government during the
past month, making a total of 15
WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Morton of beacons now in use on the Great
Three more are under
Farmington are visiting his brother, Lakes.
L. L Morton.
construction and still others are
Percival Pierpont has taken a con being planned by the Bureau of
tract to shingle the Washington ga Lighthouses. The United States
rage for the proprietors.
Bernard
Leigher has returned has more radio beacons now in
from a trip to Massachusetts and service along its coasts than all
resumed his duties with Earle other countries combined. Dr. F.
Boynton.
A. Roister, the designer of the ra
Mi. and Mrs. Fred Ludwig made a
dio compass, founded the govern
business trip to Bookland recently.
Mr and Mrs. Eanie Boynton and ment's radio laboratory in 1912
family visited his mother Mrs. Rose and was its chief for 10 years.
Boynton of Liberty, Sunday.
Six of the new compasses are
Carrie Mears has gone to . Augusta to be installed on the ore-carrying
when she has employment.
This community was shocked and vessels of the Bethlehem Trans
saddened to hear of the sudden death portation Corp., one is for the
ot Dr. Charles iB, Holt of Liberty.
Franklin Steamship Co. and two
Mrs. laiuise Ames of Jefferson was for the Cambria Steamship Co.
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Nel
Roister is sold locally by the F.
lie Lincoln last week.
A fine piece of road between Wash W. Farrel Co., 643 Main street.
ington and Stickneys Corner has
just been completed by A. E. Sher
NORTH WALDOBORQ
man and work on another good road
Mrs. Sadie Davis of Portland has
is rapidly progressing under the di- been visiting relatives in this place.
tection of Arctiie Hibbert, between
Mrs. W. F. McFarland of-Christ
Washington and Razorvilile.
mas Cove is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Eugley.
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Mank and
Mr and Mrs. E. D. Mank were Sun
day guests of Mrs. Isa Teague at
Warren
Mrs. Peter Hildebrandt has gone
to Germany for a visit with her par
ents.
The church fair held at the grange
hall Tuesday evening netted,, more
than 1200.
James Storer is having his house
wired for electric lights.
Mrs. Mabelle Cross and daughter
Vernet of Rockland spent the week
end with her sister. Mrs. Pearl
Whitehouse.
Mrs. Fred Jones who has been
very sick Is gaining .
Nelson Kaler returned Saturday
from a visit with friends at Thomas
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Borneman
and son Howard of Warren were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Otis_
Borneman.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Carroll of
Union spent Thursday with her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Teague.
Emma and Edwin Burnheimer of
Lynn. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Bennatti of Massachusetts,
have been visiting at Jacob Bogues.’
Mrs. Isa Teague and Mrs. Charles
Overlook and children of Warren
and Mrs. Jennie Mank spent Wed
nesday with Mrs. G. C. Walter.

Call Us For

Philco AB Socket
. Power Service
F. W. FARREL COMPANY

MhoksomcKodl
Ttety Meals

Glass

Authorized Philco Service Station

Tel. 661

Rockland, Maine

643 Main St.

WINDSHIELD

It will soon be time to take
down your

J(eepcarubf/tandi^!

and

DOOR GLASS
POPULAR PRICES

NEWBERTS
300 Main Street

Rockland

Rockland
Marble & Granite Works

in
All 'Makes of Automobiles

W. H. GLENDENNING, Prop.
20 Lindsey St.
Rockland
Telephone 681-W

Give Us a Call

Knox County

I. LESLIE CROSS

Motor Sales Co.

Test the Three Branches of Our Business

583 Main Street

CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING
THERE’S SOMETHING FOR YOU TO GAIN BY DOING SO
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
442 MAIN 8TREET
TEL. 494-R
ROCKLAND, ME.

APPLETON RIDGE
Roena and Harold Brown visited
their mother Mrs. Minnie Dr.iwn in
Belfast Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Kinney of North Sedg
wick supplied at the Baptist church
Sunday morning and evening. While
in town Rev. and Mrs. Kinney were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Morse.

Mrs. Thelma Olson and daughter
and Mrs. Maud Brown and daughter
of Augusta are guests of Mrs. Ol
son's aunts, Gertnudc Moody and
Ethel Moody.
Mrs. Gertrude
Moody,
Joseph
Moody and Misses Lucy and Ruth
Moody visited relatives in Angusta
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Whitney

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate

>

CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES

ACCOUNTS DUE
AH accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture store
Or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
old store.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
Telephone 1080

Rockland
129. tf

Rockland

Tel. 333
FORD SALES AND SERVICE

5 Cent*—JITNEY BAR-S Cent*
A REAL LUNCH FOR A NICKEL

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
TELEPHONE 359

ROCKLAND, ME.

Auto Track Bodies and
Carriages
Painting, Repairing and Building
of Wheel Work
Manufacturer of

Servjce All Makes

ABRAM W. NYE

ROCKPORT, ME.

515 Main Street

Phone 585

were In Lincolnville Sunday, guests
APPLETON
of Mrs. Rena Young. Other guests
Arthur
Spiall
is working for A. D.
were Willard Drinkwater and fam
ily. Mr. and Mrs. Coose of Camden Fish.
Several persons from this town
and Mrs. Ida Mitchell.
went to Augusta Monday to attend
Rev. and Mrs. G. A. Hamlin of the State Highway meeting.
Lewiston were In town Sunday and
The rain last Thursday did much
attended evening service at the Bap damage to the roads in several
tist church.
places.
Lyndon Johnson lost a nice cow
Miss Margaret Alley, a W. C. T.
I', worker, will speak at the Baptist Saturday by choking on a hard apple.
Philip Pease is working for Roy
church both morning and evening
next Sunday. Everybody Is welcome iHart.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Post and Mrs.
to these services.
i Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Whittier of Abbie Carkin of Rockland were vis
Rockport and Mrs .Ella Perry were iting Sunday with friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Whllace, Miss
Sunday evening guests at P. D.
Jessie Lincoln and L. G. Pease were
Perry's.
In Camden Sunday.
! Mrs. Gertrude Moody and Mrs.
Farmers are nearly done harvest
Ethel Moody with their guests were ing. Very few apples to gather, and
In Rockland Monday afternoon.
very poor quality. Potatoes rotted
Beans good and quite a
P. D. Perry and family went to badly.
South , Cushing Sunday where with quantity raised.
a party of friends they enjoyed a
clam bake.

ORFFS CORNER

B

URNS

Cover with wet baking end* '
afterward* apply gently—

VICKS
▼ VaroRub

Peer If ZWHew Jm IW Y—»

CROCKETTS GARAGE

Orman Ludwig is in Boston.
M. M. Mayhew of Winterport was
the weekend guest of Percy Ludwig.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell and
children spent Sunday in Tenants
Harbor and Glenmere.
Visitors at Harold Achorn’s Sun
day were Mr. and Mrs. E. G. MacFarland. Mrs. Cora Thompson. Mrs.
Olivia HoKses and Mr. Hix of South

Guaranteed

1926
1922
1923
1924
1920
1920
1924
1925
1924
1922
1923
1921
1923
1921

FORD COUPE ............................................ $350.00
FORD COUPE ............................................ 100.00
FORD COUPE ............................................ 200.00
FORD ROADSTER .................................... 125.00
BUICK TOURING .................................... 150.00
50.00
OORT TOURING ......................................
STAR TOURING ...................................... 225.00
300.00
FORD TON TRUCK ...............................
OVERLAND TOURING .......................... 250.00
200.00
BUICK TOURING ...................................
300.00
DODGE COUPE
OVERLAND TOURING .......................... 100.00
DODGE TOURING ................................... 250.00
OVERLAND TOURING .......................... 100.00

Terms, Cash or Trade

THE ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
STANLEY E. KALLOCH, Manager

GRANITE ROCK BOTTLING WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF BEVERAGES
ACME OF PURENESS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
TEL. CAMDEN 152-3

A. P. LORD
SAIL AND AWNING
MANUFACTURER

Orders for
SAILS, AWNINGS, TENTS,

FLAGS, BOAT COVERS, SPRAY
FOR YOUR BABY—
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Naturally there will be no eppreciation for luch an account durin* the
teinterest nf years, but as ths child
prows older and acquires the thrift
habit he or she will certainly be thank
ful. Set aside a certain sum weekly or
monthly—then watch it »row with the
accumulated interest.

Security Trust Co.
Rockport Branch

HOODS, ETC.,
PROMPTLY FILLED

We Carry a Full Lina of
AUTO TOPS, CURTAINS AND
YACHT SUPPLIES, CAMP

CUSHIONS RE-COVERED
OUTFITS

4

MARKET BASKETS

Camden, Me.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
AGENT FOR HARVEY BOLTLESS SPRING—GUARANTEED

GENERAL REPAIR WORK

148 MAIN STREET

THE ROSEWAY
BEAUTY SHOPPE
The Latest Methods for Every
thing That Milady Desire*
Expert Attendant*
MISS DOROTHY CROCKETT
15 Limerock St.
Rockland
Phone 1069

ROCKLAND, ME.

S. Be GREY
Groceries, Provisions,
Confectionery
CIGARS, TOBACCO
TEXACO GASOLINE
OILS AND GREASES

Rockland

103 Camden St.

“MAINE LOBSTERS ARE BETTER”
RACKLIFF & WITHAM

Hardesty Peerless ls an Ideal flour
for all kinds of cooking and baking,
—adv.
124-S-tf

TAKE’EM DOWN

We are prepared to install

HUDSON AND ESSEX SALES AND SERVICE

AWNINGS
We Take Them Down,
Store Them, Insure Them,
and Hang Them Again
In the Spring

Cheaper Than You Can
Do It Yourself
Call or Write
JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.
12 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND

Bristol. Mr. and Mrs. Blaine Swift
GROSS NECK
and family of Bunker Hill, Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Genthner with her son
Mrs. Harold Orff and Mrs. Annie
Melvin Jr. and daughters Barbara
Orff of Jefferson.
Mr*. Carroll Boardman and son of and Esther are visiting relatives In
Rockland were guests of Mrs. H. E. Lawry.
Porter recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coolbroth daughter Frances of Broad Cove
and Maurice Blckmore of Tenants were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harbor were Thursday visitors at Charles Geele.
Albert Elwell’s.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J.
Manley of
Word conies from Mrs. Hila Web Lexington, Mass., visited Mr. and
ber who Is in Vermont that she has Mrs. William Gross Thursday
had the pleasure of visiting the boy
Mrs. Harvey Simmons and daugh
hood home of President Cpolidge. ter Marguerite have been visiting
She states that she saw the room In relatives In Bath.
which he was born and where he
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eugley and
took the oath of office, and that she Miss Alice Derosler of Waldoboro
had the privilege of entering the spent Sunday with McClellan Eugley.
church nearby and sitting in the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Freeman of
family pew. She also stood beside Waldoboro were visitors at William
Calvin Jr.'s grave and placed a green Gross’ Wednesday evening.
twig upon it.
Alden Waltz and son Allison were
Tile home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold in Lisbon Falls Tuesday on business.
Achorn was the scene of a Jolly party
Master Ralph Eugley Jr., is vis
Saturday
afternoon
when
their iting his aunt Mrs. Maybelle Genthdaughter Eleanor celebrated her ; ner of Broad Cove.
ninth birthday by entertaining 13 of i Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Delano of
her school friends. The time was | Lawry were at Melvin Genthner's
happily passed with games and mu Sunday.
sic. after which ice cream, cake and
candy were served.
Miss Eleanor
As a result of the recent rise In the
received a number of useful gifts stock of the New York National
and it wag a very enjoyable after Bank. George F. Baker ia reputed to
noon for all.
he. 17,590.000 richer than he waa 10
days ago. This shows what hard
Will Rogers isn't the only co work will do for a man.—Mobile Regmedian
In office—Council
Bluff* ; Ister.

DEALERS IN ALIVE LOBSTERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ATLANTIC WHARF
TELEPHONE 702
OPP. STANDARD OIL CO.

WE CATER ESPECIALLY TO TOURISTS

M. E. WEBBER

Extra Large Straw Flowers
$ 1.00 per hundred

Strictly Fresh Fish Only
Cor. Water

4 Ocean

St*. Rockland

Telephone 276-W

PEONIES
Pink, White and Red; $1.00 each.

C. M.’THOMAS
8 SPRUCE ST.

ROCKLAND

CHECK UP YOUR TIRES
For Fall and Winter Service
USED TIRES, REBUILT TIRES AND SECONDS
Good A* New With Mile* of Wear—Marvelous Low Price*

KNOX RUBBER FUSING CO.
15 WASHINGTON STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

NO-OIL

Salad Dressing
IS DELICIOUS ON MEATS

TRY IT!

YOU WILL LIKE “NO-OIL”
For Sale By All Dealers

Stewart=Warner Radio
SALES AND SERVICE
The Stewart-Warner Name has always stood for
the Best—and Stands the Test

CARROLL’S GARAGE
Thomaston

Tel. 151
1158127
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IN THE GRADE SCHOOLS

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS
IN THE

-**-

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
THOMASTON, MAINE

The following statement contains the name, the amount standing to his
credit, the hist known place of residence or postoffire address and the fact of
dew.th, if known, of every depositor in the Thomaston Savings Bank, who
has not made a deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any part of the
dividends thereon, for a period of more than twenty years next preceding
November 1, 1927, and is not known to the treasurer to be living.

PREVENTS
SUMMER COLDS

The pleasant
tasting foodtonic, rich in
all eod-liver oil vitamins.
f

Name of Depositor

Last Known Residence

Whether Known Date last Deposit Amt. Stand
To be Deceased or Withdrawal
Credit

Nathan Webb,
Friendship, Me. Deceased,
Helen M„ Flora K. and Charles D.
Delano,
Thomaston, Me. Not known,

FOR SALE

Bright Pupils At Purchase Street and McLain Buildings Are
Making Their Mark.

Jan. 15, 1883

$112.02

Jan. 15, 1883

22.80

I hereby certify that the above statement is,true according to my best
knowledge and belief.
CHARLES M. STARRETT, Treasurer. I
127-lt

Scott’s Emulsion
n-i

Scott & Bosnia, Moowleld. N. J.

CAMDEN

.

The McLain Schools
The grade teach >rs of the city have
registered 100 per cent for the Maine
Teachers' Association which con
venes In Portland Oct. 27 and 28.
....
Fire drills are being held twice each
month. There are 496 pupils at the
McLain building. These marched oet
of the building at the last drill in IV.
minutes.
• • • •
McLain teachers are glad to wel
come to their force Miss Blanche
deCgeta. who teaches tirade 7. Miss
Grace Cunningham part time worker
in Grade 3, and Miss Glen Stevens,
physical instructor for all the schools.
» • • •
The pupils of Grade 8 at a business
meeting elected these officers: Presi
dent. Richard Knowlton; vice presi
dent, Flora Colson; bell boys, Francis'
McAlary and Cyrus PInkliam; flag
boys. William Ripley and Robert 1
Hussey. Veto Leo is acting as class
marshal.
* * • *
Bertha Knight has led the class in
arithmetic the past month, carrying
100 per cent.
• • • •
Miss Florence L. Jenkins, State
Supervisor of Home Economics, vis
ited the Home Economics Depart
ment of the McLain School last week.
• • • .
Grade 8 made more than $10 on a
recent candy sale, the money to be
used for tuning the piano.

perfect arithmetic.—The pupils have
earned tlie school banner, being the
grade to have the best attendance for
the month. A new American Flag
has been purchased by the pupils and
given to their room.
• • • •
The
registration
at
Purchase
street school has nearly reached the
300-mark, with the Sub-Primary and :
First Grade registering 80. When
the Sub-Primary and First Grade
teachers returned to school after the
summer vacation they were pleased
to find their room had been divided I
into two smaller rooms which was to I
make the teaching problem much
easier, as the attention of different
groups would not be diverted. This
would have worked out very well if
the registration jf these rooms had
been the expected 24 each, instead of
the 40 they now register.
These rooms are so overcrowded
lhiU lhere is no room for games, industrial work or individual problems
and projects that the new curriculum
demands, and the teachers like to
cany on. The air space and light
ing facilities are a’so inadequate.

WILLIAM R. PHILLIPS RESIDENCE

37 KNOX STREET, THOMASTON, MAINE
.Hout. thoroughly modern and in perfect repair. Ha-dwood floors.
Hot water heat. New automatic oil burner, in furnace, with 1000 gal
lon tank. Electric hot water heater and range connections. Chamberlain Metal weather strips on every opening. Copper screens through
out. Fitted and painted banking boards. Brats plumbing.
A touch of gold in each star—the

moon a aolitaira.
SPECIALS IN DIAMONDS

73-100 at $275.00

THOMASTON
75-100 at $325.00
The regular meeting of Joel Keyes
Sanford Bucklin of Waldoboro was
Grant
Circle.
Ladies
of
the
G.
A.
R
,
NEW
ENGAGEMENT
RINGS
a dinner guest of Roland Hahn
was held Friday evening and the
Thursday.
circle Inspected by Mrs. Nellie Stone
Albert Mank is on a vacation from
cZe^zz (Ufiitc
~~~~~~~~—~~~ I of Bangor, past department presiWillis Spear's market.
Wills probated: James Henry Stover dent.
Supper was served at 6
Osborne R. Perry, who is with the
QUALITY
Carnegie Steel Co., of Boston, regis late of Rockland, Ella Medora Stover o'clock.
Mr. anr Mrs. Joseph French of
tered at the Knox Hotel and called on Exx.; Charles S. Kittredge late of Philadelphia are visiting relatives
Vinalhaven,
Annie
R.
Kittredge
Exx.;
friends in town this week.
GIFT shop
and friends in Camden. They made
IW. P. Strong is moving his stock to Elizabeth Miller late of I'nion,
1O1 MAIN STREET
tne trip by motor and were accom
his new store in the Street Railway Walter E. Spring Exr.; Annie E. Rob
R DCKL AND
The Second Grade registers 48
inson late of Cushing, Cora A. Jones panied by Mrs. Frank Tibbetts who
station.
pupils, with more expected, the same
has been their guest.
Repairs and changes are being Exx.
problems existing as in the First and
Mrs. Julia Heal entertained the
Wills filed for notice: Edgar Barter
made in the Carroll Garage at the
Sub-Primary rooms.
Philathea Class Friday evening
late
of
Rockland,
naming
Lizzie
W.
• • • •
Second Grade, carrying on the work
West End.
The regular meeting of Seaside
Barter
Exx.;
Barbara
H.
Gove
late
of
Mr. Howell of East Billerica is
The Third Grade registers 43, the In silent and oral reading so success
Chapter, O. E. S„ will be held Mon
Owl's
Head,
naming
Albert
B.
Gove
spending a few days as guest of Mrs.
Fourth 49, and the Third and Fourth fully started last year ln the Suband Grace L. Kirk Exrs.; Lottie H. day evening. Refreshments will be
Walter Knight.
Primary and First Grades.
37. with 35 in the Sixth.
,et
red.
Carver
late
of
Vinalhaven,
naming
• • • *
Mrs. Floyd Taylor of Brunswick
• » • »
D-. Leland Gilchrist has returned
Ola
Estelle
Ames
Exx.;
Susan
Amelia
and sister Mrs. Carrie Taylor of
There
have
bean two Are drills
•
•
»
•
Miss
Grace
Dodge,
the
teacher
of
a his home in Newark, N. J., after a
Oberlin, Ohio, are visiting In the Butler late of Warren, naming Wil
isit with Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Good.
"Resolved, that the telegraph is Grades 3 and 4. was called home by since the fall term began, the ahildren
liam
iH.
Butler
Exr.
family of Albert Robinson.
being all out of the building In one
There will be a special meeting of more useful than the telephone” was the serious illness of her mother.
Petition for probate of foreign will
Miss Helen Carr entertained the
Knox Temple, Pythian Sisters, Tues the subject of a recent debate in Mrs. E, L. Tamer Is acting as substi minute.
Friday
granted:
Estate
Henry
A.
Fitzgerald
Bridge Club at her home
Grade 7. The affirmative was taken tute, and under her supervision many
late of Great Neck, N. Y., Maurice day evening.
afternoon.
It is high time to take down those
Mrs. Joel Fernald wjlU entertain by Rachel Browne and Faith Lurvey, of the problems are being solved
Mrs. Willis Spear visited in Cam Fieux Exr.
Awnings before the fall winds tear
the ladles of the Baptist society and the negative by Everett Fro- tactfully and expertly.
Petition
for
probate
of
foreign
will
them to pieces. The Rockland Awn
den Friday.
e • • •
hock and Herbert Spear. The judges
Wednesday.
The meeting of the Garden Club filed for notice; Estate Lenora T.
ing Co., Inc., will take them down,
A
determined
drive
is
being
made
The
annual
Installation
of
Amity
were
Ruth
Humphrey,
Frank
Pietwhich was scheduled for next Tues- Rice late of Boston, naming Edward
store them and hang them again in
in
all
the
grades
for
better
attend

lodge.
F.
&
A.
M„
will
be
held
Oct.
trosky,
Daisy
Grey,
Bernadette-Snow
day has been indefinitely postponed. E- H‘ce Exr.
h spring at a very low cost. Dr
8 and will be private.
and Charles Gross. Their decision ance, no absent marks except for ill
Petitions
for
administration
grant

Services at the Baptist Church
The regular meeting of Maiden was in favor of the usefulness of the ness and no tardy marks at all. The a line or see John M. Richardson.
ed:
Estates
Oliver
C.
Moulton
Late
of
124*126
Sunday: 9.45 Sunday school, 11
Clift Rebekah Lodge will be held telephone.
room which ends the term with the
o’clock, sermon, "Five to One;” and Rockport, Ethel M. Melvin Adrax.; Wednesday evening, Godlen Rod
•
•
•
•
fewest
marks
will
te
given
a
banner
Francis D. Maddocks late of Owl's
at 7, prayer and praise service.
odge of Applet&n will be guests.
Grades 3 and 4, containing 56 which has been presented to the
The topic for the Christian En Head, T. Perry Maddocks Admr.;
Frank Patten of Lincolnville died pupils, have had perfect attendance building.
deavor Society at the Baptist Church Sanborn H, Payson late of Hope,
• • • •
: the Community Hospital Thurs for two weeks.
Monday evening at 7 o’clock will be George F. Taylor Admr.; Alice W. day. He was taken then? Wednesday
Plumbing and Heating
» • • •
There have been a number of vis
"Christian Endeavor in All Lands," Wardwell late of Rockland, Alice IW, in P. J. Good’s ambulance.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
In
Grade
4
Winona
Newton
carries
itors,
parents
and
friends,
who
are
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton is assisting Karl Admx.
Telephone M6-W
Mrs. Jennie Leach of Dexter is the
rank of 100 per cent for three weeks always welcome. It is wished that
Petitions for administration filed
in Willis Spear's market for three
142-every Sat-tf
guest of her sister Mrs. W. S. Bry- in spelling.
more would come.
weeks while the clerks are having for notice: Estates Charles H. Mank
* • • •
• « • •
it.
late
of
Cushing,
naming
Gilford
B.
their vacations.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Tolman
In Grade 4 arithmetic, Dorothy
In the Second Grade the children
Edwin Amjerson Is making exten Butler Admr.; Howard B. Waltz late have returned from a visit in Milton,
Thomas, Samuel Glover and Winona are having a contest to see who will [
of
Rockland,
naming
Frederick
U.
sive improvements in his restaurant.
N. H.
Newton, have led the class.
get the most perfect arithmetic
Annual roll call of the Baptist Waltz Admr.; Mark E. Flanders late
• • • .
Next Thursday evening there will
papers. While many are doing well, !
Church will be held next Thursday of Rockland, naming Mervyn E. be a get-together of the Rotary
Grade 2 is very sorry to lose its Eugenia iBrault, Stanley Prescott. 1
evening at 7 o'clock in the vestry. Flanders Admr.; Edward L. Fergu Clubs of Camden, Rockland. Belfast
little classmate, Charlotte Staples, Winona Ross and Stella Young are
Every member, resident and non-resi son late of Cushing, naming Floyd R. and Damariscotta, at the Masonic
who has moved into the Warren the leaders.
dent Is expected to respond in per Ferguson Admr.
• « • •
Petitions for license to sell real hall in Camden. Dinner will be street district.
son or by letter and all members of
To Learn the
served at 6.30, followed by a pro
,
• • • •
Among the visitors last week was
the parish and any of other Baptist estate granted: Estates Marian I..
STORAGE BATTERY BUSINESS
gram presented by the four clubs.
After
having
explained
to
the
class
a kitten which seemed to like school
Churches who may be in town are Davis et al, Sidney H. Davis
We have an opening for an am
After the entertainment a dance will that a question is always followed
cordially invited to attend.
‘ Guardian; Roena E. and Harold K.
very much and was very much at
bitious, willing young man.
be enjoyed with music by Dean's or by a question mark, the teacher
Miss Hilda George who has been in I Brown, Minnie P. Brown Guardian; chestra. The regular weekly meet
home. The children have been clam
Alfred P. Condon
asked of Clarence Petersqn. '*What oring to "tell about her in the Grade
a hospital in Boston is at home.
1 Dorothy E. Hallen, Adolph B. Ander- ing will be omitted next Tuesday.
a question?” Clarence quickly re notes."
The fisherman being built at C. A. son Guardian.
Remember the rummage sale at
685 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
• • • •
Morse & Son’s yard is timbered out.
Petition for license to sell real the Episcopal Parish House Oct. plied "A question is a sentence that
Telephone 966
starts with a capital letter and ends
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Benner and estate filed for notice: Estate Melissa
In
accordance
with
more
modern
\
24-27.
*
with a radio.”
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Grover returned Young. Rodney A. Haskell Admr.
methods of teaching reading, the
125-tf
The regular meeting of the United
Friday from the northern woods lad- j Petitions for distribution granted: Order of the Golden Cross was held
Bolenius system is being used in the
ened with game. Mr. Benner had a ' Estates Joseph Harrington, Alan L. Thursday evening.
Supper was
Purchase Street School
hear and a deer, Mrs. Benner a deer, Bird Admr. Ewald Schmitz, Milton served at 6.30.
Purchase street, Grade 4. Miss
Mr. Grover a white deer and Mrs. M. Griffin Admr c. t. a.
Mrs. Charles Rice is the guest of
Petitions to determine Inheritance Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Robinson in Gar Susie Sleeper, teacher: In the spell
Grover a deer.
FOR COLD AND COUGH TIME
ing contest for the past month the ’
tax
filed
for
notice;
Estates
Elmer
Mrs. Carrie Hobbs of Castine who
diner.
An ' Old Family
teds are leading with a score of 329 I
has been the guest of Mrs. Donald I S. Bird, Adriel U. Bird, Emma S.
John P. Leach, Ernest C. Fales.
Doctor's
Favorite
loints.
The Blues have 275.— |
j Bird and William Shepherd Linnell Leroy S. Alley, John Johnson and
George has returned.
Prescription,
’ Exrs.; Frances M. Dillingham, E. K. Elbert M. Crosby attended the ses Nathalie Waldron, Sanford Delano,
Time-tried and Tested. Safe and
Frederick
Collins,
Charles
Merritt,
I
Dillingham
Exr.
Julia V. Woodcock, teacher of
Effective Specific for All lilt and
sions of the Grand Lodge, 1. O. O. F..
Frances
Young,
Dorothy
Vose,
Doro

Accounts allowed: Estates Frankliq_ this week in Portland and Mrs.
piano. Tel. 157-2. Thomaston—adv.
Ailments from Inflammation. An
thy
Boynton.
Vera
Thompson.
Clara
x
118-130. ■ S. Thorndike, first and final, Augusta Grace Howe, Mrs. Clara Crossland,
indispensable Household Rem
Thorndike Exx.; Ewald Schmitz, sec Mrs. Inez Crosby and Mrs. Emma MacLaren, Margaret Prillqitz. Ruth
edy. Sold Everywhere in Lib
Harrington,
Irene
Brooks,
Geneva
ond and final. Milton M. Griffin Admr. Joy the Rebekah Assemply.
eral Bottles.
ROCKPORT
Hooper, have earned the most stars for
c. t. a.; Artemas Young, first and
Ernest Dickey of the Bay View
The second in the series of ser
final. Lena M. Tominski Exx.; Ed restaurant is spending a vacation In
mons on “The Ultimate Authority"
mund J. Starrett, first and final, Boston and New York.
will be given in the Methodist Church
Nellie H. Starrett Admx.
Fred Weeks of Rumford has
Sunday
morning:
topic,
"Jesus
Accounts filed and allowed: Estate
Christ, the Blessed and Only Poten E. Adelia Bower, third, Charles C bought of Henry Woster his cottage
In the Belfast road and with Mrs.
tate.” The evening devotions will IWood Trustee.
Weeks will occupy it as a home.
center on Nahum 1:3, "The Lord is
Accounts filed for notice: Estates
Mrs. Clarence Fish who is em
Slow to Anger, yet he will not at all Rufus C. Sumner, first and final, Fred
ployed in The Little Flower Shop,
acquit the wicked.”
S. Hinckley Admr. Sadie S. Hinckley, Rockland, is in Portland this week
Mrs. Jennie Dunton has returned ; first and final, Fred S. Hinck
attending the florist's banquet and
from a two weeks’ visit in Bangor ley
Admr.;
Everett
Beverage, get-together.
and Lewiston.
first, Fremont Beverage Admr
Hugh Rossiter of Camden, N. J..
Mrs. Mervyn Bird and son Gilbert Franklin P. Shepherd, third, Charles has been visiting relatives in town
of Belfast have been guests of her ; C. Wood Trustee.
Frank Bowers left on the noon
mother, Mrs. Minnie Piper, this week. i
Inventories filed: Estates Alberta train Friday for Portland, called
The Sunshine class met Tuesday C. Emery, $14,432.76; Ann D. Cook there by the critical illness of his
evening at the Moody parsonage. (Additional) $150; Mary D. Wardwell, wife, who Is visiting her son, Mau
Games were enjoyed and refreshments $7500; Helen C.. Bowes, $1259.66; rice. Bowers.
Her son, Clarence
served.
Shirley A. Grant et al, $609.62 ; 6. Wilson also left by auto early in the
Mrs. Lizzie Mason of Somerville, Adelaide Mirick, $2648.16; Alvin E. morning.
Mass., was the recent guest of Mr. 'Studley, $20,875.02; Lucy M. Clinton,
and Mrs. Edward Piper.
$375; Vittrlce H. Thomas, $3150.
EAST UNION
Mrs. Guy Lord of Bridgton was the
guest of Mrs. Jennie Robarts Wed
Miss Martha Wilson of Winchen
nesday.
don, Mass., is a guest of Miss Annie
FRIENDSHIP
The Nitsumsosum Club was very
Going for a few days.
Mrs. James C. Murphy has returned
pleasantly entertained Monday eve
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Hilt have re
ning at the home of Mrs. Hattie from the State Street Hospital, Port turned to their home in Howard, R.
land, where she underwent a major I. , after a visit with his mother, Mrs.
Spear. Refreshments were served.
Mrs. K. M. Dunbar and daughter. operation. She is very much im Ella V. Hilt.
Miss Helene Dunbar, are spending proved in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gould are
Friends of our third selectman spending their vacation on an auto
the weekend in Portland.
Riley
Bradford,
will
be
.pleased
to
Dr. J. L. Wilson who has been for
trip to the White Mountains and
two weeks with his parents, Rev. and hear that he is resting comfortably other places of interest.
after
a
slight
surgical
operation
per
Mrs. J. L. Wilson, returned Thursday
Miss Evelyn Wlncapaw was at
formed at the State Street Hospital home from Union over the week
to Boston.
At the Baptist Church Sunday Tuesday.
end
Mrs. Clyde Brown who is at the ST. GEORGE .....................................
morning Rev. J. L. Wilson will take
Mrs. Fred Robinson is home after
for his subject "Johnny Ring Lives Knox Hospital in Rockland, is gel
On." Evening topic will be “The ting along nicely after a recent sur spending the summer in Boston.
Dr. Leland Gilchrist of Nutting, N
glcal operation.
Sins of a Christian."
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton hav J. , was the guest Wednesday of his
The social which was to have been
held Wednesday evening at the Bap gone to Massachusetts on an auto aunt, Mrs. E. T. Hall.
Adrian Kinney of Woolwich
tist vestry by the Juniors and In mobile trip, accompanying Mr. and
having a vacation which he
termediates was postponed until next Mrs. Samuel Davis of Portland.
W. L. Tompkins Is progressing fa spending here with hia wife and
week on account of the storm.
vorably after a recent operation per daughter.
J. C. Robinson. Harold Black
NORTH WASHINGTON 1I formed at Ann Arbor (Mich.) Hos Henry Elwell and Cyrus Hilt ar
j pi tai
Mi and Mrs. W. M. Cunningham | Dr. W. H. Hahn was in Portland on a hunting trip.
of Rockland and George Plegg and ,
Mrs. Ada Jenkln is spending a
Tuesday.
Miss Edna Archibald of Boston, were i
William Bradley of Portland, rep week with her niece Mrs. J. C. Rob
Sunday visitors at Mr. and Mrs. F.
resenting Paramount Pictures was in inson.
w. Cunningham’s.
D. W. Mann was at Spruce Head
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lenfest, and j town Wednesday
Saturday,
Randaii
Condon
is
having
a
two
Augusta Lenfest of Wakefield. Mass., •
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking and
car garage built at his home at
aie guests of Mr. and Mrs. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maker were re
Lenfest for a few days.
' Hatchqf Cove. Myron Neal is in cent visitors in Portland.
A jolly hunting party consist- ' charge of the cement work.
ing of F. W. Cunningham, W. A. i Several of the sardine boats from
WARREN
Palmer, M W. Lenfest and Maurice ! the east were tled UP here ln the
Ler.fest started Monday on a week's harbor Wednesday and Thursday
Funeral services for the late Wl'.hunting trip to island Falls, 167 ! owing to the severe storm along the „am H Butk?r whose deilth OCCUrred
coast
miles, into Northern Maine.
'suddenly on the morning of Oct. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene H. Brown are will take place from the home at
H A. Moody of Liberty called on
friends here Sunday.
spending a few days in Boston and Pleaaan.tvttle at 1.30 o'clock Sunday
Portland. While in the latter city afternoon
they will visit their daughter. Mias, The lladiea o( the congregational
OWL'S HEAD
Evelyn GoMey, who is in training at Church pirok. are serving one of their
Mrs. John Jones motored to Port the State Street Hospitail.
j jusyy popular harvest suppers next
Clyde Monday to attend the funeral
Thursday at 6 o’clock with an old
of her daughter Mrs. Louis Faufashioned New England menu.
cheaux.
Mrs. Thehna Young and
!
To Eliminate Your
"Hypocracy" is the topic from which
Mrs. Robert Dow, daughters of the
I
RHEUMATISM
Rev. C. D. Paul will speak Sunday
deceased were also ln attendance.
morning
at the
Congregational
ROCKLAND, ME.
Tak« Buxtwi’i Rknumxtit Spnelfln. Try
Church. The subject chosen for the
it You will sat regret It. For exit at
NORTH HAVEN
evening service is "Three Standards
all lexding Drug Storaa.
Lat ui land
you a booklet. Tkt Buxton Rhoumatla
of Character.”
Mrs. T. L. French has returned
Medicine Co., Abbot Village, Maine
Roland Berry has employment In
from a visit with her sister, Mrs.
10-B-tf
the office at the Georges River Mill.
Laura Dyer.

PROBATE COURT

iJEWELEK.

IF

L W. McCartney

cwdissa >
YOUNG MAN
WANTED

IN BIG DEMAND JUST NOW

Ballard’s Golden Oil

Less Than
A Thousand Dollars
Two new models, a sedan and brougham,
have been added to the Paige line at still
lower prices, making a Paige six available
for the first time for less than a thousand
dollars.

These cars are of the traditional quality
that established the Paige reputation for
performance and endurance. They are
attractive, fast, comfortable; and they bring
a new economy to Paige ownership.

The introduction of these new models
follows the substantial improvements on
all Paige sixes and eights, and lower
prices on ten of the twenty models, an
nounced only two months ago. Paige
prices now range from $995 to $2665,
£ o. b. Detroit. We invite your inspection.

I

JONES MOTOR CO.

Lot 100 feet on Knox street, 375 feet on Caroline street.
Garden. Modern Chicken Houses and yard.

Barn garage.

ONE PORTABLE STEAM SAW MILL, capacity about 20,000 per day.
One Edger. Two Wood Lata 25-60 acres in the town of Washington,
Mains.
For further information sea’CAPT. JOHN BROWN, Gleason St.,
Thomaston, Maine.
127-132

For Sale

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this
ceed three lines Inserted
3 times for 50 cents.
cents each for one time,
times. Six words make a

column not to exonce for 25 cents,
Additional lines 5
10 cents for three
line.

,
FOR SALE—One couch, 1 mirror 25x46 and
I 1 Apex vacuum cleaner, all iu good condition.
i Apply ARTHUR ROKElS or phone 880.
| ____________________________________ 127-129

Lost and Found

FOR SALE—Twenty thousand 5^-ft. shaved
birch hoops. Price very low. R. A R. CORP.
, Tel. 428,____________________________ 127-128

FOR SALE—German police pups. 3 month®
old at a reduced price for the next two weeks.
LOST—8omewhere between Waldoboro and . Every pup guaranteed; get yours now before
Rockland 158 slightly used pins.
Finder they are gone. O. B. LIBBY, Warren. Tel.
please communicate with CHARLES M. 3-5.
LAWRY or James A. Cobb, Star Alleys, City.
FOR SALE—Horse. 2 cows and calf, cream
127-lt
farming tools. A. H. COPELAND,
LOST—'Football on Main ,Bt. or road to separator,
East Warren.
127*129
Owl‘s Head Saturday night. Reward. Tel.
FOR SALE—(Pony, harness, riding saddle
DR. FROHOCK.
125*127
and sleigh or will trade for stock or pullets.
LOST—From auto between Water Com Apply G. A. WINSLOW, Owl's Head. Tel.
pany's Office and Thomaston, suit box con 425-14.
127-129
taining child’s coat and sweater. AIRS. J. N.
FOR SALE-iRange, In good condition,
HAlUILTON, 134 Rankin St.
125*127
single bed complete, quilts, clothes wringer,
FOUND—iPicked up small dory. Inquire of gas heater and other things. 95 PARK ST.
EDWARD BMXM. Ash Point. Tel. 425-16
126*128
125*127
FOR SALE—Golden oak dining set. In fine
condition. Reasonable price. TEL 462-XL
126-128

Wanted

WANTED—By a young man, attending
Commercial College, board and room in a
private family. Tel. Lincolnville 12-19. J.
D. PEASE. Hope.
127-129
WANTED—Girl for general housework. Ap
ply after 4 p. m. MRS. C. 1. BURROWS. 66
Beech St.
127-129

WANTED—Two salesmen to canvass on
commission.
Excellent chance, with the
Christmas season near at hand. Apply at
once. PHOTO ART CO., Box 3<63 Rockland.
Me.
127*129
WANTED—Middle aged woman to act as
companion. MRS C. H. DERRY, 81 Talbot
Ave.. City. Tel. 897-.W.
127-tf
WANTED—Ward
PITAL.

maid

at

KNOX

HOS127-lt

WANTED—Aged people or babies to board.
MRS. FLORA W. JONES. Tel. Warren 1-12.

J

136*128

WANTED—Long-haired shaggy cats and
kittens. W’rlte age, color ad sex. JOHN S.
RANLETT, Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14
125*130

FOR SALE—A round oak coal stove. Good
condition. Reasonable price. MRS. FLORA
MANK. Waldoboro.
126-138*

FOR SALE—Twenty-five ft. power boat,
Ford engine, price $65 00. CHARLES HEN
DERSON, Thomaston.
136-128
FOR BALE-AVlilte Ro<k and Barred Rock ,
pullets, 6 months old; ready to lay. W1L- J
LIAM ANTILLA, Union. Me., R. F. D., 3. Box r
92.
/
125-127
FOR SALE Barred
apiece while they last.
ST.

Rock pullets. $1.50
Inquire 175 RANKIN
125*127

FOR SALE—Two tons high grade Lowell
fertilizer 4-8-4 and 3-8-10, been slightly wet.
Any decent ofTer takes It. S. B. HASKELL,
Camden. Phone 238-11.
125-|f
FOR SALE—Farm 75 acres known as the
Lovejoy farm on the Hosmer pond road, 2%
miles from Camden, nice poultry farm or
truck farming; large two story house and out
buildings, ln nice condition; nice well of
water; plenty of wood and pasture; the
largest elm tree in the county stands di
rectly back of the house.
HASKELL &
CORTHELL, Camden. Tel. 238-11.
125-tf

WANTED—Girl would like position to do
housewo k. is good cook. Good home pre
ferred to high wages. Write M. R., care The
Courier-Gazette.
125-127

FOR SALE—Ten acre field, one half mile
from Rockport village; cuts 10 tons of hay;
large barn and garage, nearly new. Wood
and lumber lot for sale at Hosmer PonJ, lot
WANTED—Employment In Rockland by of big oak and pine and a lot of hard wood.
young woman, willing, capable, anjrlous for Some nice cottage lots on this land. HASK
immediate position. Address D. S. G., The ELL & CORTHELL. Phone 238 11 Camden.
125-tf
Courier-Gazette.
125*127
FOR SALE—Ready made poultry farm, two
WANTED-—Carpenter work and building.
miles
from
Rockport
village;
five
acres;
nice
I am prepared to do all kinds. Give me a
calL W. A. RIPLEY. Rockville. Tel. 352-5. house, barn and hen house; 50 hens, one J
Jersey
cow,
three
tons
of
hay,
farming
tools,
,
121-tf
nice kitchen range and telephone In the house.
Big trade. HASKELL & CORTHELL. Tel.
238-11 Camden.
125-tf

To Let

TO LET—Tenement on Linden St. with
garage, electee lights and bath. No children.
JAMES F1SKE, 64 Mechanic St.
127*129

FOR SALE—Soft wood slabe, stove length,
$8 per cord In Rockland; $7 in Tl 'iuaston
and $6 in Warren. Also first qualvr utted
hard wood or junks. L. C. PACKARD, War
ren, Me.
118-tf

TO LET—Barber shop to reliable, com
petent barber for the winter. Going South.
Inquire Stt>NEY MESSER. Union. Me. Tel.
8000.
127-129

FOR
SALE—Turnips, carrots. Johnson
beans and straw
.1. M. EVANSKY. Old \
County road, near iron bridge. Tel. 513-R.
421-126

TO LET—«Flve room apartment, all fur
nished, modern Improvements. Call at THE
ELMS. Elm St.
126-128

FOR SALE—Potting soli for plants, 60c
peck or $2 bushel, delivered anywhere in
town.
EDWIN A. DEAN, Rockland, Me.
Tel. Ilgl4f.
124-129

TO LET—Houses in Donohue Court. FRED
ERICK WALTZ. Tel. 392-M.
126-tf

FOR SALE—Upright piano ln first c»asa
124-126
TO LET—-Furnished and unfurnished apart condition . TEL. 242-M
ments. Inquire at 12 KNGX ST. Tel. 578-W.
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted for stove or
126-tf furnace.
HAROLD PEASE, Warren. Me.
TO LET—-Heated room for one or two per Tel. 10-21.
124*135
sons. Call at 106 UNION ST. Tel. 84-J.
FOR SALE—Good furnace wood is our spe
125-127 cialty. $14.00 delivered. RALPH I’. CONANT

TO LET—House, 7 rooms, furnace, lights
and water, double garage and garden; $30
month. Inquire 175 RANKTN ST.
125*127
T—Upper flat of five rooms and bath;
ric lights, hot water heat. Pleasant
Maine Central station.
Apply
B. BARTER, 227 Main St. Tel. 25
or 526-R.
124-tf

A SON.

123-tf

FOR SALE—‘Used dining room suites; good
condition.
C. A. EMBRY, 28 Pacific SL
Tel. 518-M or 436-M.________________ L>3-tf

FOR SALE—'Nice building lots in the best
locations of the city. City water, sewers, gas
and electricity adjoins property. These lots
are priced low and will undoubtedly double
TO LET—Furnished house. MTSS ALICE ln value ln this location within a abort time.
FULLER. 25 Linden St. Tel. 10641. 123-tf This Is your opportunity to get a nice build
ing lot in the right location.
Phone for
FOR RENT—New three, four and live room, further particulars EASTERN REAL ESTATE
furnished or unfurnished apartments in CO., 32 Union St. Tel. 819.
123-128
Thomaston. Best location ln town. H. H.
STOVER A CO., 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
FOR SALE—diew modern five and six room
123-128 homes with bath, hot and cold water, electric
t4'LET—Tenement over Kennedy’s store at lights, cement walks, heat, set tubs ln cellar,
the Brook, entrance from rear. Inquire P. L. hardwood floors and numerous other modem
HAVENER. Tel. 792.
117 tf conveniences. Nice sunny locations at at
tractive p ices. EASTERN REAL ESTATE
irage o
CO., 32 Union 8t. Tel. 819.
123-128
flints mar:KBT.
114-tf
FOR SALE—75 pair of steel arch supports
TO LET—8tore at 19 Tillson Ave. Apply similar to the $3.00 kind for $1.00. McLAlM
to GEORGE M. SDCMON8. Tel. 4-W. 118-tf SHOE STORE.
120-tf

Miscellaneous
PROF. ELLISON-P8YCHK-MEOIUM solves
your problems. Tells you how to be success
ful. Give advice on all affairs of life—love
courtship, marriage, health, business.
A
proper solution of your affairs may be the
turning point ln your life. Readings $1.90
to ladles. Hours 11 a. m. to 5 p. m. 27
PARK eTKEET, ROCKLAND.
127*129

ELECTRIC MOTORS—One Hh. P-, 69 09:
one H h. p., $24.09. Can be plugged ln any
light or wall aocket. A. W. OBOROW. 125
Middle St. Tel. 750-W.
127*129

FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs $8 ; also
cord and fitted wood. Tel. 263-13 Rockland.
L. F. TOLMAN, P. O. Thomaston.
119*130
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood; 4 foot
board slabs $6.50; stove length $8; stavw 1
slabs $6.50. L. A. PACKARD, Thomaaton. ’
R. F. D.
118*130
FOR SALE—A pretty home and It « mod
ern, and located in tlie heart of the cityonly $2500—half cash, balance 3 years.
Compare It with some bf’ng shown at $5000
and $6000. FREEMAN T>UNG, Realtor. Tel.
714-M._________
114-tf

FOR SALE—Place on west side of Maple
Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thom.'.ston,
YARNS—Of pure wool worsted for hand good State road, bu'ldlngs In good repair, 21
knitting, also rug yarns for hooked rugs. 50c acres land, shore privilege. Inquire B. B.
4 oz. skein. Order sent C. O. D. Write for FILLMORE. 85 Park St.. Rockland.
n®*tf
free samples today. Ask about wool blankets.
CONCORD^ WgRSTBD MILLS. Dept. 42 W.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair good*
Concord,
109-Sat-147 the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St.
MAIL ORDERS—Ladies’ Bilk and wool hose, orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 11
very pretty ahadea. silver and black, beaver
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTA
and tan. grain, gray, beige and dark tan. and estates; up-to-date property, In the
Send $1.00 for 1 pair, $1.85 for 4 pair. den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. V
HAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP. 12 High St., us what you want. ORRLN J. DICKEY,
n
Rockland, Me.
115*tf fast, Maine. •

TAILORED DRESSMAKING, REMODELING
and reining outer garments a specialty.
MRS. MARIE INGRAHAM. 20 Oak SL
123-128
$25 REWARD—A reward of $35 will be
paid for information leading to the con
viction of the person or persons who stole
screens and chair from my Tillson avenue
store.
GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 Tillson
Ave. Tel. 4-W.
126-128

NOTICE—After this date I will not be re
sponsible for any debts contracted by my
wife, Mrs. Shirley Boyonton. E. T. BO YONTON, Rockland. Oct. 10.
125*127
NAVE YOUR CARS OUCOEO; also storage.
$4 up per month. STEVENS GARAGE. Tel.
241-M.
125-127

THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RE
PORTER Is for sale at J. F. CARVERS,
Rockland.
1S2*tf
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
you can buy coplea of The Courier-Gazette,
with the home news, at Hotsilng’s News
Agency. 308 West 40th St.
24-tf

rhe Biggest Family
In Thii Town Isrthe
Family of Readers of
--------- THIS PAPER----------

FOR 8ALE—Eight room house at
Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and
barns. EDWARD J. HELL1ER. Tel. 48FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, $8;
hard wood, also lumber. T. J. Ca.RR
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston
BARKER'S POEMS—A copy in exa
condition for sale. Also a copy of “B
nlogs of Colonial Maine.” R. T. PAT
Skowhegan.
’
i

LOANS

On ml Mtatt. Flint
t.eond mortgagn*.
HARRY
BERMAN.

»> Mali 8L. Ran S. Rnnklud. Tnl. JM.
113-Tb-tf

> KEEP KLEEN KUFFS
Por Man and Women
] Protea your dccxcx from
new nad uw. Duel aud
ewerproot Por tale nq

F J. P. Gregory Sone,'

Every-Other-Day
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BIN-SOCIETY
In addition to personal notes recording deparlures and arrivals, this department eape-,
dally desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes scut by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE
770

The Junior Harmony Club will
' hold Its first mretlng of the season in
the Cnlversallst vestry Friday even
ing, Oct. 28, at 7 o’clock. The meet
ing will be deveted wholly to busi
ness, election of officers, etc. All
members are urged to be present, also
any who muy wish to become mem
bers. The same rules still hold good.
The ages are 10 to 15 years. Inclusive.
No boy or girl cun become a member
unless he or she is studying at the j
■present time and has had at least two
years’ previous musical training.
Mrs. Leola Flint Noyes and Mrs.
Lucy-Rankin will again be ln chaige.
«
-----I
Mrs. Harry O. Curdy is ii* Bangor
for a week's visit with relatives^

Mrs. Roy Cole of South Carolina,
who came to attend the funeral of the
'late G. H. Blethen, is remaining for
.an extended visit with Mrs. Blethen,
50 Holmes street.

»

Children’s Coats
and Hats
The Baby Shop has received an
other new lot1 of

Colored Coats

$3.98 - $5.00
Sizes from 2 to 5 years
Velvet Hats and Bonnets to match.

The new Fall Yarns are also now
in stock for little boys’ Mittens
and Sweaters.
•W~

Crockett’s
Baby Shop
393 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

124iJ27

Miss -Doris Black entertained in
Mrs. Charles Beverage of North formally at her home on Talbot ave
Haven is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. nue, Thursday evening, for-, Mrs.
LaiForest Thurston at Tlie Highlands. Donald Lakfman (Margaret Ahern)
oY Bridgeport, Conn., who Is visit
Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs. Mabelle ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. P.
Pratt Strong. Mrs. Kathleen Marston, Ahern in Thomaston. Mrs. ljikeMrs. Helen Wentworth of Warren, man was called home by tlie illness of
and Mrs. Faith G. Berry, motored to her mother.
Augusta Wednesday in Mrs. Stevens’
car, and were guests of the Cecilia
William C. Bird of the Rocklgnd &
Club for the day. Mrs. Strong, Mrs. Rockport Lime Corp., who went to
‘Marston, Mrs. Wentworth and Mrs. Boston early in the week on business,
Eerry appeared on a musical program lias gone on to New York in a similar
given at a tea ixi the afternoon, under capacity, and will return next Wed
nesday.
-the auspices of The Cecilia Club.
■
Dr, and Mrs. Eben Alden leave
The specialty shop and tea room
Tuesday for Fruitland Park, Fla. committee of the Unlversallsf fair
where they will spend the winter.
general committee held an q)i<;tion
party at the home of Mrs. William
1 Miss Dorothy Webb and Miss C. Bird Tuesday evening, the prizes
Madeline Gross of Stonington are falling to Adelbert Miles argt»Mrs.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harman Charles H. Berry 2d. Mrs. Athlene
for a few days.
McRae entertained the committee
at her home on Broadway Wedfiesday
4
/
Mrs. L. R. Dunn has just returned afternoon at a sewing party, fol
from an extended visit in Boston lowed by tea.
where her daughter. Miss Annie
Mrs. Russell Bartlett, Mrs. ■’S. H.
-Dunn, is a student at tlie Burdett
. Business College. Miss Dunn is es- Doe and Mrs. Elizabeth McAlary
* tahlishing an enviable record at went Friday cn a motor trip to
Burdett. Entering in Class C, she .Waterville whore they are guests of
quickly went on to class B, and at Mr. and Mrs. Charles MeGann for a
the present time is in Class A, and few days.
expects to receive her diploma the
Charles E. Prior and bride, who
latter, part of November, finishing
the dourse in much less than the win Miss Grace E. Nelson of Winterusual time. Twenty-five points were port, are spending their honeymoon
required in Class C, thirty-five in at the bungalow owned by Mr.
Class B, and fifty are required in Prior’s mother on Andrew’s Island
Class A. Miss Dunn is considered in the Mussel Ridge. Mr, Prior, for
an exceptionally brilliant student. merly a Rockland boy has many
She is taking t'he Secretarial course, friends here who wish hinf the best
among the studies being typing, of luck on his voyage on the sea of
shorthand, English, etc. While she matrimony. He is in the employ of
has had no opportunity to study in the Eastern Steamship Co, and
the interest of her unusual talent of served as quartermaster on the S. S
whistling, she has appeared in Cf mden the past season.
whistling solos in several of the socia1 events connected with tlie school
Y’ou need only one kind of flour
and has been most favorably re when you have HARDESTY PEER
ceived.
LESS.—adv.
124-S-Jf

CM AW

There will be a meeting of the
executive board of the Rubinstein
Club Monday afternoon at the horn,
of Mrs. Faith G. Berry, 25 Grove
street at 2 o'clock. There is impor
tant business to discuss.
In spite of the inclement weather
'there was a good attendance at the
opening of the season of the Coun
try Club Thursday evening which was
in the form of a supper and auction,
under the direction of Mrs. James F.
[ Carver. Prizes fell to Mrs. Clifford
O. Perry, Mrs. Ethel Campbell, Mrs.
John O. -Stevens, A. C. McLoon, Ken
nedy Crane arm B. B. Smith.
Mrs. Mary Brown, 492 Old County
road, has as guests Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Carver and daughter, Marian,
Mrs. Harry Whitmore and daughter
Winona of North Haven, and William
E. Marshall, Jr. ot Washington, D. C.

The Women's Association of the
Congregational Church will serve
supper in the vestry Wednesday
evening, with this committee in
charge: Mrs. A H. Jones, chairman,
Mrs. A. E. Keyes, Mrs. E. L. Spear,
Mrs, G. E Parsons, Mrs Lizzie Hahn,
Miss Caro Littlefield, Miss Anne
Biackington, Mrs. Alice Cobb. Mrs.
J. E. Stevens, Miss Ada B. Young,
and Mrs. LaForest Thurston. The
Candy and Entertainment Commit
tee Is to conduct a candy sale in con
junction with tlie supper, the com
mittee comprised of the following
ladles: Mrs, Grace Lawrence, Mrs.
E. L. Brown, Mrs. H. A. Buffum.
Miss Caro Littlefield, Mrs. Hazel
Powers, Miss Madeline Rogers, Mrs.
H. B. Fales, Mrs. Katherine Derry,
Mrs. Marian Cook, Mrs. Florence
Snow and Mrs. Arthur Orne.

Several Rockland ladies are at
tending a party being given in
Nathan A. Farwell left Tuesday for Thomaston this afternoon by Mrs.
New York where he will spend the James Creighton and Mrs. Helen
Smith at the 'home of Mrs. Creighton.
winter.
It Is luncheon, followed by auction.
Mrs. C. F. Snow returns tonight
Friday
afternoon
marked
the
from attending the’ American Legion
Convention in Paris. Mrs. Snow ar opening of the Methebesec Club
rived in Boston Mondaj" and went on I season with Mrs. J. E. Stevens of ■
♦ z-. XT z-.
t t
z-i
b.n
P llllir.t fl VPP11Q OC VinatoOQ
P li zi
Talbot
avenue as hostess. rThe
pres ,
to New York to attend
a
convention
in connection with the American Le- ident Mrs. Maude Blodgett gave a
gicn, and also spent a day with her very interesting account of the Fed
eration meeting In Lewiston and Au
brother in Montclair, N. J.
burn. Vacation Echoes were given
The Sunshine Society Is to meet at In response to roll call. Twenty-five
the home of Mrs. Edith Gray, Clar members and two guests enjoyed a
very pleasant meeting whio|h was
endon street Monday afternoon.
followed by a social hour, when re
Mi's. M. R. Pillsbury entertained freshments were served by the host
at auction and .supper at her home ess.. assisted by the social committee.
on Talbot avenue, Wednesday after ^The next meeting will be Nov. 4 with
noon. There were four tables at Mrs. Matle Little, Broadway.
au< tion, prizes falling to Mrs. B. B.
Dr. B. E. Flanders leaves tonight
Smith. Mrs. Elmer C. Davis and Mrs.
Charles M. Kalloch.
Among the on a weeks hunting trip in the
guests was Mrs. Henry A. Kueter of Mcosehead Lake region. He will be
Boston, who has been the guest of back in his office Oct. 31.
Mis. E. K. Glover for the week.
On Thursday evening at the home
The Thimble Club will meet at the of Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan, the Tues
home of Mrs. Sadie Leach, 51 North day Evening Sewing Club gave a
linen shower for Mrs. Israel Snow.
Main street, Monday evening.
Ices anfl cakes were served. The
Mr. and Mrs. Fred True and Mr. guests were members of the club.
and Mrs. James Lawrence go today
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Richan go to
to Portland where they will be
day. to Auburn where they will
guests over Sunday of N. B. True.
spend the weekend and where they
will meet their daughter, Winola,
The meeting of the Harmony Club
who Is coming on from the Green
took place Wednesday evening at the
wood Mountain Sanitorium, greatly
B. P. W. rooms, with Miss IWinlfred
Improved in health.
Coughlin acting as chairman. The
first half of the meeting was devoted
Miss Lillian Fifield has been
to Music Appreciation as the begin
spending one week of her vacation in
ning of the special work the club has
Ipswich, Mass., the guest of her
undertaken for the year. The sub
aunt, Mrs’ G. L. Woodbury. She
ject was ’’Songs,’’ and was treated in
then joined Miss Margaret Nutt and
•a very interesting manner, Miss AlMiss Beatrice Uffham on a trip to
cada Hall, the president, having this Boston, where were guests at the
In charge. The program 'for the Adams House. They returned home
evening:
yesterday. While away Miss Nutt
Paper—Life of Chaminade ...................................
Mrs. Lucy Raukln
Mezzo-contralto—Silver King ................ .
Mias Mary Bird
Piano—The Flatterer ...........................................
Miss Ruth Lawrence
Soprano—'Madrigal ...............................................
Miss Beulah Rokes
Piano—Scarf Dance .............................................
Miss gather Fernald
Mezzo-contralto—-Were I Clard'ner ..................
Mrs. Lorlta Bicknell

A Thanksgiving dance is to ‘be
given in Temple hall Wednesday
evening, Nov. 23, under the auspices
□f the club.

Announcement!
For the special benefit of our customers, a section of our store
has been set aside for 4‘trade-in furniture?’ As we did not take

over any of the Studley Furniture Co. used stock we are in need
of goods for this department. If you want to exchange any piece
of home furnishings for new, now is the time to see us. Our

man will call and talk it over with you.

ME
5m

URNITURE COMPANY
283 Main Street, Rockland

Successors to V. F. Studley, Inc.
Mrs. Katherine Mather will be
hostess to the Progressive Literary
Club Tuesday afternoon at 2.30. A
program on Scotland will be given.
and Miss Lois Keene the leader will
prepare a sketch of the history of
Scotland the birthplace of Robert
Burns. The members will read some
ope of the poems 'of the author and
add interesting events in his life.
The reading of Maebeth will begin
witli Act II, scene 1.

|.
|
.
j
j
1
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Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Talbot avenue,
has as her guest Miss Ellie Pitcher of
Ocean City, and Mrs. Eleanora Waller
of Wollaston, Mass.

The Woman’s Educational Club will
be entertained again next Thursday
by Mrs. Alice Hall at her home, War
renton Park. If the weather should
prove unpleasant por ponennn: wil.
took lessons in doing the "permanent be made to Friday. Those not ah'e
v, ave” and also brought one of the to attend last Thursday missed a de
machines home, with her, for work lightful meeting and another oppor
in the MaBelle Beauty Shop.
tunity is going to tie given them, so
let everybody go.
Clifton Cross and Raymond Cross
motored to Auburn Thursday where
Miss Martha Wasgatt and Miss
they are the guests of their aunt,
Katherine Veazie made the dean’s
Mrs. Clifford Carroll.
Clifton is
list last spring semester at the Uni
having his vacation from The Cor
versity of Maine.
ner Drug store.
-

PARK

Matinee 25c, 35c
Evening 35c, 50c
Children 25c

Evening 6.45

Matinee 2.00.

Three Days Starting Monday, October 24
‘Greatest picture in the history of the photoplay’
KING
production of

Mrs. Helen Lawrence of Winslow’s
Miss Mary E. Sylvester is home
Mills spent Friday and Saturday as
from University of Maine over the
the guest of her brother, R. I-. Jones,
weekend.
at The Highlands.

Rev. Ernest Ogden Kenyon and
The next event on the Country Club
Arthur Hughes of Camden started
Friday on an auto trip over the Mo calendar is the dance which will he
hawk Trail to West Bark, N. Y. On given Friday evening, Oet. 28 with
their return they will attend a third Dr. William E. Elllngwood in charge.
Anglo-Catholic Ccngress in Albany,
Mrs. Will H. McCoy of Jamaica
N. Y.
Plain, Mass., returned home today
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Greenlaw who after a two weeks’ visit with her
have been visiting relatives in this parents. Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Knowles
city, have returned to North Ha of 15 "Crescent street. Her brother,
Harry E. Knowles motored as far as
ven.
Portland with her.
William
E.
Brickley returned
The first meeting of the 1927-28
Thursday to Boston, after spending
one week with relatives at his home season of the Methebesec Club was
held Friday afternoon at the home of
In this city.
Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Talbot avenue,
Mrs. Nora Waterman who has with about 25 members present. The
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. meeting was devoted almost wholly
Harold Phllbrook, Union street has to business matters, the feature of
returned to her home In North Ha the afternoon being a very Interesting
report of the Maine Federation meet
ven.
ing in Lewiston on Oct. 4-7, given by
Lilia Seavey is able to sit up a the president, Mrs. Maude Blodgett.
little each day after recovering from A social hour with delicious refresh.ments closed the afternoon. The re
a very severe illness
freshments were in charge of Mrs.
S. Nilo Spear who went to France Minnie Rogers, assisted by Mrs. Clara
with the American Legion delega Thurston, Mrs. Louise Ingraham, Mrs.
tion, has arrived home. Mr. Spear Helen Perry an-1 Mrs. Hazel Powers.
did not return with the Legionnaires The next meeting will be on Novbut made a tour of Switzerland and with Mrs. Matie Little acting as host
Italy.
Friends are being regaled ess. Mrs. Nan Higgs will give a,
with enthusiastic accounts of the paper on “Old Glass, European and
American,’’ Mrs. Ruth Elllngwood
trip.
will give Current Events and the roll
call will be devoted to "My Favorite
George W’. Fernald who has been
the guest of his brother W’alter J Magazine and Why."

Fernald, for a few days, returns to
Hampton Beach today.

unlucky if you haven’t one or two to invest in these
___

charming

new WELWORTHS. And to Invest is correct,

because never before have we seen inexpensive wash dresses
of this type embody so much genuine value,—so much style!
Miss and matron alike will revel
in the array of ten distinctive styles,
—a mode for every form,—a color
for every taste,—all in the new sea
son’s most appropriate new fabrics:

Foulard Prints
Piza Cloth
Unweave Cotton Prints
English Prints
Novelty Prints
Novelty Weaves
with hand-embroidered effects.
AU GUARANTEED TUB FAST COLORS

Long sleeve models predominate,
enhanced with tasty cuff treatments.
Self and contrasting colors vary in
achievment of new witinning notes.

Straight-line Effectt • Basque Models
Skirts gathered and Plaited
Two-piece Effects New neck-linet
Whether your choice be saucy or
sedate, your style is HERE. But to
avoid disappointment, come early.
’PHONE AND MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED

VESPER A. DEACH
366 Main Street

Rockland

Members of the Women's Educatioral Club were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. B. ■ Hall, Warrenton Park,
Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Hall read
an
interesting article on "The
Alarming Spread of the Drug Evil,"
followed by a brief report by Mrs.
Jeanette Dunton of a missionary
meeting she attended recently in
Melrose, Mass. Rev. H. 1. Holt, pas
tor of the Congregational Church,
Camden, was the chief speaker,
using as his topic "An Undeveloped
Factor in Modern Civilization." Mr.
Holt handled his subject in a mas
terly manner and proved very inter- >
eating. He was given a rising vote
of thanks by the Club. A picnic
lunch was served, augmented by a
bounteous and delicious fish chow
der made by Mrs. Hall, who added
many other delicacies of her own
making. One out of town member
was present. Mrs. Julia Dunton of t
Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Hall were
pronounced ideal entertainers. This
made the ninth of the summer season
picnics given by the Club, the fol
low ing list giving these in detail:
Home of Mrs. Minnie Miles, home of
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, home of Mrs.
Winnie Horton. Glen Cove Grange
hail with Mrs. Harriet Buker, Mrs.
Jennie Hill, Miss Annie Flint, Mrs.
Alice Hall and Mrs. Elizabeth Bar
ter as hostesses; home of Mrs. Eliza
beth Morten, home of Mrs. Emerson
Watts , Thomaston: home of Mrs.
Babcock. Glen Cove; open meeting
at the Methodist vestry when Gov.
Ralph Brewster was guest of honor;
heme of Mrs. E. B. Hall, Warrenton.
It Is high time to take down those
awnings before the fall winds tear
them to pieces. The Rockland Awn
ing Co., Inc., will take them down,
store them and hang them again In
the spring at a very low cost, prop
a line or see John M. Richardson.

1?4U26

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING

DYNAMITE (Dog)

ttarnng

JOHN
The World’s Greatest Entertainment
Is Coming. The Most Talked-of Pic
ture Ever Produced. Five Million
People Have Seen It.

GILBERT
with

Renee Adoree
ttory by

Laurence Stallings
Directed by Kin/ Vidot

I

[v|etrq-^bZ/r/^/?^laye

PICTURE

STREET CARS TO ALL POINTS AFTER THE EVENING SHOW

8Strand Theatre
Monday Night, October 24

“THE WOLF’S TRAIL”
"WHISPERING SMITH RIDES"
MON.-TUES.

Startling
as a best
seller.
Sensa
tional

WITH

DOROTHY MACKAILL
AND

JACK MULHALL
“HAWK OF THE HILLS" No. 2

WED.-THURS.—MONTE BLUE
in “THE BUSH LEAGUER”

Prices Matinee 50c,

Night 75c, $1.00,

Reserved Seats Now at Box Office.

Children 25c

Big Street Parade at Noon

Fvery Oiher-Day'

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, October 22, 1927*
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THE REALM OF MESIC g

Diapepsin Keeps
Appetite Young

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

An Item Is placed before me which
will undobutedly find many Inter
ested readers. It reads: “The Lyric
Trio of which Mrs. Beatrice Osgood
Fuller, soprano, Mrs. Louise Walker
Zink, pianist, and Clifford Morey,
’cellist, constitute the membership,
to broadcast a 30-minute program on
alternate Friday afternoons from the
Houghton & Dutton studio of WEEI.
The program of the Trio Is to be
gin at 4.25 and will consist of solo
work by each and ensemble num
bers.’’
Mrs. Beatrice Osgood Fuller Is
the daughter of Newton I. Osgood,
a former Maine man, and Myra
(Keene) Ossgood. at one time prom
inent in musical circles in Thomas
ton and Rockland. The mother. If
not the daughter. Is probably known
to many in this vicinity who will
henceforth listen for the broadcast
of the Lyric Trio with keener inter
est. Mrs. Fuller is the soprano of
the North Church quartet.
....

MEANT MUCH TO HIM

Fred Holbrook’s Trip To
France Marked By Visit
To Grave of His Hero Son.
Fred H. Holbrook returned Oct.
10 from a trip to France made with
the American Legion expedition.
He sailed. Sept.9 on theCunard Liner
Scythia and tne sendoff at East Bos
ton dock wag an eventful one, a real
ovation. With flags flying, bands
playing, and escorted down the har
bor by airplanes, steamers and other
ci aft, it was indeed a gala day and
a sight long to be remembered.
The passage over was an excep
tionally good one affording oppor
tunity for sitting out on deck nearly
every day, with warm weAther and
moonlight nights.
On board ship
there was entertainment of some
kind going on ail the time, each
State vielng with the other in put
ting on the programs. His room
mates on ship were two ex-soldiers.
Albert Decker from the northern part
of Maine and a young man frem
Brockton. Mass., fine fellows and
most agreeable traveling compan
ions.
Landing at Havre. Sept. 17. the
party entrained for Paris Sunday
morning, arriving there a few hours
later. Monday was the day of the
great parade which lasted from i
o'c’ock until 6, with thousands in th-.
line of march, and it seemed as if
all of Paris was out in full regalia
to welcome the American Legion
boys. Shouts of welcome were heard
on all sides. It was the first time
since 1918 that the huge chains
around the Arc de Triomphe had
been taken down for a parade to
pass through, and the third time in
history. French soldiers were sta
tioned all along the route with
fixed bayonets, and every precau
tion taken against disturbance of
any kind.
• • * •

Browne: piano solo. Miss Aleada
Hall: piano duet, Mrs. Doris El
dridge and Mrs. Gertrude S. Parker;
violin solo, Miss Elizabeth Knight:
vocal solos, Mrs. Zulietta Ames, Mrs.
Kathleen Marston, Miss Celia Brault,
Mrs. Hattie Snow and musical read
ings. Miss Beulah Rokes.
Members who are scheduled to ap
pear are urged to fulfill their part.
If unable through necessity. It is
earnestly requested that a substitute
be secured with at least 24 hours'
advance notice. It is also greatly
desired to begin the club meetings
promptly on the hour of 2.15. This
prompt beginning at an earlier hour
than heretofore ensures the program
being over in season for a chorus
rehearsal of suitable length. Mrs.
Berry, the president, is anxious to
work up some really satisfactory
chorus numbers, and can only do
this by having the singers remain
for rehearsals. At the next meeting
Mrs Rachel Browne and Miss Ma
bel Lamb, who were the club's del
egates to the State Federation of
Music Clubs in Augusta last spring
wll' give detailed accounts of both
the senior and junior sessions. Those
reports will prove of interest, as
both Mrs. Browne and Miss Lamb
are musicians of ihigh order and
keenly alive to the promotion of the
best in music, and each have new
ideas and vital messages which they
brought home from the Federation
to present to the club.
*z. , • •

If you have to force yourself to eat,
and invariably get indigestion, slug
gish headaches, and you are losing
weight, excessive acidity is ruining
your stomach.
This excess acid sours your food,
Floreau L. Clark, of whom I told
turns it into sour bile and foul gases,
you .recently, is to appear at the
and you are constantly nervous and
First Baptist Church tomorrow in
upset.
trombone solos in connection with
Thousands of people credit their
the regular Sunday evening service.
good health and young appetite to
Mr. Clark's appearance, combined
Pape's Diapepsin. It dissolves the
with that of the Camden Male Quar
acids and sweetens the stomach so
tet, should prove a strong drawing
you can eat anything you want. That's
feature. Mr.. Clark is a member of
why 5 million packages are sold every
the First Baptist Church and often
year. Chew one or two of the tablets
plays at the Tuesday evening prayer
after meats, and you will never have
meetings.
indigestion, or be bloated.
• • • •
All drug stores have Pape's Dia
The Junior Harmony Club begins
How many Rockland people at its 19 2 7-28 season Friday evening. pepsin.
tended the concert in the City Hall Oct. 28. with a meeting called to or
Auditorium Thursday evening, Oct. der at 7 o’clock, to be devoted wholly Leach. These teachers report splen
13, I am unable to learn, but I do to business, chief of which will be did progress from pupils receiving
Mr. Holbrook’s objective was to
know that Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carter the election of officers. Members are the Perfleld method. It is especially
visit the grave of his son. Lieut. Al
were present, and I am Indebted to urged to attend this first meeting adapted to beginners.
bert Davis Holbrook, who was mor
Mrs. Carter for the program and an and any who desire to become mem
• • • •
tally wounded at Chateau Thierry
interesting note regarding it. The bers and can meet the club rules in
In this same issue of the Musical ’ during the World War. and is burled
concert was given under the auspices requirements, are cordially invited
Courier iR the following, taken from . in Oise-Aisne American cemetery.
of the Chamber of Commerce to cel to be present. The' same rules as
an announcement of prizes and ' Seringes-et-Nesles, France. He re
ebrate Maine week, and featured the last year are still in force, the ages
scholarships
offered:
“Columbia ports the cemeteries as beautiful
Portland Men's Singing Club, of arc from 10 to 15 years, inclusive,
Phonograph Co. offers $20,000 In
which Alfred Brlnkler Is conductor, and no boy or girl can become a prizes for the completion of Schu places, tenderly and faithfully cared
a chorus of 75 voices drawn from member unless he or she has had bert's Unfinished Symphony. Inter for and sacred spots for the repose
Portland’s leading singers, Miss two years’ musical training and is national competition. Grand prize of the thousands of American boys
Ruth Shaffner, soprano of St. Barth studying at the present time. Mrs. of 110,000 offered for the best com buried there, ani says a visit can
hut prove a source of pride, conso
olomew's Church. New York City, Leola Flint Noyes and Mrs. Lucy Y. petition," etc., etc.
lation and solace to anyone.
and Dr. Will C. Mcfarlane, organist Rankin are still in charge, and have
Shortly after this Sannouncement
There are four large American
and director. Mrs. Carter spoke es many new plans and ideas for the appeared in several publications, I
pecially of the splendid work done new season's work. It might be well came across the following editorial cemeteries in France over each of
by the choruses. Looking over the to add. that this club too, has new taken from one of the Boston dailies, which the Stars and Stripes contin
uously wave and which are a mecca
program I find that tho Singing Club quarters, changing from the BPW which is very apt, it seems to me:
fc— many travellers. Doubtless they
gave three numbers—"A Little Song rooms to the Vniversalist Church
"Some time ago, commenting on will long prove so and will always
for Two,” by Saar, “Invictus," by vestry, and changing the evening the prize offer made for the best
receive the best of tare and atten
Huhn, and “Sylvia." by Speaks. from Wednesday to Friday.
completion of the Schubert 'Unfin tion.
The white wooden crosses
Tb< other singers who appeared on
• • • *
ished Symphony.' We expressed the bearing the soldier’s name, rank and
the program as “The Singers of
opinion
that
suclt
a
scheme
was
not
Alfred Brinkler. who has given
regiment, are gradually being re
Portland" gave “The Omnipotence,”
only futile, but was a thing that
by Schubert and “Inflammatus" from nearly 15 years' service as organist showed little respect for the mem placed by pernanent marble tab
and choirmaster at the St. Stephen’s
lets furnished by the U. S. G->ve:n"Stabat Mater," by Rossini, Miss
Episcopal Church n Portland has ory of a great composer. That view n.er.t,
Shaffner in eatlh instance singing
was
not
a
lonely
one.
But
it
is
grat

resigned and accepted a similar po
Mr. Holbrook speaks in highest
tilt- soprano solo.
sition at the Cathedral of St. Luke. ifying to find so great a musician, terms of the treatment received from
Dr. Macfarlane gave the 'Peer
pianist,
and
conductor
as
Ossip
Mr. Brinkler went to St. Luke’s in
the French people and the courtesy
Gynt Suite by Grieg. “Chromatic
the vacancy caused by the resigna Gabrllowltsch. of the Detroit Sym of the gendarmes and French sol
Fantasia” by Thiele. “Chant de Bontion of Sydney Webber, who recently phony Orchestra, on the same side of. diers on guard at various places.
heur" by Macfarlane and "Bac
Writing to the Says he soon became accustomed to
left to become organist of a large the controversy.
chanal" and Pilgrim's Chorus from
Episcopal Church in
Worcester, committee a request that his name the French cookery so that he rath
“Tannhauser,” by Wagner.
be taken from the list of the advis er liked it, but not the colfee. He
Mass.
Miss Shaffner, judging from the
ory board, he thus forcibly gives his di I enjoy going down to the “Hut"
• • • •
review In the Portland Evening
views of the contest: ‘I am informed O" headquarters where delectable
Mr. Brinkler. who is receiving con
News,, made a- tremendous hit. She
that you are organizing an interna Maxwell coffep and American made
gratulations
on
his
new
position,
is
a
has a rich soprano voice of warmth
tional prize competition for the pur doughnuts were dispensed at a nom
an! color, and displayed remarkable vital figure of interest in PortlabJ'- pose of ''completing” Schubert's mas
inal sum by the Salvation lassies.
breath and tonal control. She gave musical circles. He is conductor of terpiece, the "Unfinished Symphony.”
Throughout the trip he met with
for her numbers “Dich Theure Halle” the Portland Men's Singing Club and This, to me. seems like adding a pair
fine people and was pleasantly en
from “Tannhauser," and a group con th>- Polyphonic Society, well known of arms to the Venus of Milo. Such tertained in many ways. During his
sisting of “Alleluia," by Mozart, as organ recitalist, instructor in or an undertaking is undignified and in
stay ln Paris trips were made to
“Trees,” by Rasbach, and “The gan, piano and harmony, ancf prom artistic. Moreover, it is entirely su Fare-en-Tardenois. Belleau Wood.
Birthday." by Woodman. Apparent inent in many other musical activi perfluous. I regret that I cannot he Chateau Thierry, Fismes. Versailles.
ly some of her best work was done ties. A native of Ramsgate, England, associated with a musical esoapade Malmaison once the home of Napo
in the obligato part of the “Inflam- he came to America in 1902. He was of this sort.
leon and Josephine, and to the won
matus,” mentioning that it was the educated in the public schools of
‘"No one could finish Schubert's derful cathedral at Rheims which
peak of the evening's performance England, studying piano and organ “Unfinished Symphony" but Schu
is now being rapidly restored- At
when “a beautiful high C trilled from in London and is an Associate of the bert himself.
And that unhappy Fismes he went to what was
her bird-like throat, with the chor Royal College of Organists, London. genius departed this world 99 years the German base hospital at the time
uses, organ and piano in full swing, A Fellow of the American Guild of ago. leaving no musical heir.' ’
of the battle of Chateau Thierry and
• • • *
in the grand finale of the most re Organists, he is chairman of the
where Lieut. Holbrook died..
Portland
branch.
He
is
also
a
mem

ligious and harmonious composition."
It is the opinion of many notable
♦ • • •
ber
of
the
National
Association
of
Mrs. Carter ended her note in this
musicians that Schubert’s “Unfin
Organists
and
ot
the
Kotzschmar
He
visited
the
tomb of the un
way: “At the close of the concert
ished
Symphony"
was finished.
Dr. Macfarlane illustrated with the Club in Portland.
What gave rise to the "Unfinished" known soldier. Notre Dame Cathe
Mr. Brinkler was heard here in
o:gan the Improvements made this
was that it was found among his dral.. the Trocadero, etc.. A visit to
summer by Cyrus H. K. Curtis, among Rockland in organ recital last March manuscripts after his death, and did the beautiful Luxembourg Gardens
when
he
appeared
under
the
auspices
the stops added being the drum,
not contain the full number of was extremely pleasing and the
both snare and bass, the cymbal, of the Rubinstein Club on their an movements usually associated with people in the Latin quarter seeming
nual
concert.
xylophone and a stop representing
a Symphony.
The manuscript as ly very happy and care free. One
....
thunder and rain. It was very in
far as being ready for musical pre thing that Impressed Mr. Holbrook
The vacancy at St. Stephen's Epis sentation was complete, and many evtrywhere was the attitude ot par
teresting."
. • • .
copal Church caused by Mr. Brink- feel that Schubert had no intention ental devotion and attention given
by the French people to their chil
The members of the Rubinstein ltr’s resignation has been filled, the to continue it had he lived.
dren. It peemed marked to him, fre
Club who were present for their new organist being Mrs. Hilliard D.
quently fathers being seen accom
FIX WITH ENGINEERS
opening meeting of the 1927-28 sea Cook of Westbrook. She was chosen
panying their children In the parks,
son Friday of last week were sflmost from several candidates. Mrs. Cook
Announcement was made Monday and at various places, as well as the
unanimous in their approval of thetr formerly resided in Gardiner where
new quarters in the Vniversalist she was organist at Christ Church, a! the Maine Central Railroad offices mothers.
On one of his trips to the ceme
vestry. The ample size of the room one of the oldest and best known that negotiations with engineers
and good accoustics make it just the Episcopal Churches in the State. have been brought to a successful tery Mr. Holbrook met with a group,
right sort of place for musical ren She received her training in the De close with an award in rates similar one of whom was a young man
ditions, and it is far enough from partment of Music at Yale Univer to other roads in the Eastern Rail named Schuber from Philadelphia, a
the Main street to eliminate a large sity, and the Institute of Music, road territory, an increase in the prirce of a fellow, who made himself
Negotiations with the of help to everybody. From Paris
amount of noise. There was an un New York City. She has been or wage scale.
usually large attendance for the first ganist of St. Paul's Church in New trainmen, conductors, and firemen Mr. Schuber went to southern
meeting, 59 being present. Mrs. El- Haven. Conn., and also of St. Mar were brought to a close several France and Mr. Holbrook later
learned that on the return trip he
iingwood made an ideal chairman, garet's Church, Brighton, Mass. months ago.
was in the ship’s hospital, ill with
having her program arranged in an Mrs. Cook is also a proficient vocal
typhoid fever, but able to leave the
original manner and giving as cur ist. having studied extensively under
of Boston.
ship upon making port.
rent events some unusual items of Isadore Braggiotti
....
Miss Hackett, of Cape Cod. a
live interest. One of the outstand
wealthy woman, who with her
The Musical Courier of Sept 29
ing numbers on the program was the
mother found themselves marooned
piano duet given by Mrs. Joyce L. contained an interesting article
in Switzerland at the time of the
Jones and Miss Margaret Stahl. Mrs. about the Perfleld SchoodSc Lake
war and later went to Paris where
Jones and Miss Stahl played the Farm near Brownville, Maine. It is
Finale Movement of the "New the summer home of Mrs. Effa Ellis By Taking Lydia EL. Plnkham’s they have since made their home,
with true American loyalty and
World Symphony" by Dvorak, win Perfield who is one of the foremost
Vegetable Compound
eager to be of service to the visitors.
ning hearty commendation by their exponents of piano instruction in
Invited a company ot which Mr. Hol
this part ot the country, her winter
masterly rendition.
• • • •
stt dios being in New York City.
”A neighbor advised me to try brook was a member to a dinner
The next meeting o‘ the Rubin Mrs Perfleld is enthusiastic over Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable Com party and a motor trip to several
pound, which she places of interest. Another day they
stein Club will take place Friday af Maine for a summer home. She
said helped her assisted the men in doing their
ternoon, Oct. 28, at 2.15 oclock, with plans to conduct a music session
so much. So I shopping. And that was typical of
Mrs. Rachel Browne as chairman. there next season. Her estate at
bought a few bot what was constantly being done and
A miscellaneous program will be pre Schoodic Lake consists of an old
tles and tried it the spirit of hospitality shown.
sented, and the following are sched- farm house, with spacious barn and
but. It sure
Mr. Holbrook enjoyed very much
shed, attractive and comfortable. 7'
u’ed to appear:
helped me won visiting the French villages and
Current
events,
Mrs.
Rachel acres of meadow and woodland, two
derfully. I felt studying the customs of the people.
springs, and gardens which abound
much better. Reconstruction of the devastated
In vegetables and bright summer
My work is sections was also interesting. In
flowers.
no longer a some places houses or buildings
Mrs. Perfleld's piano method is
dread
to me. If I i would be restored and perhaps a
known as the Perfleld Trinity Prin
hear of any one section right next to It ln ruins. In
ciple Pedagogy, and is already well
who is troubled other localities work had been more
established in Maine, due to prevt< us sessions held in Portland, the way I was, I will gladly recom thoroughly done and all traces of
Rockland and Brownville. Besides mend the vegetable Compound to destruction effaced.
“But two weeks are not long
her Madison Avenue studios, she is them and I will answer any letters
in the Steinway Building on Tues in regard to the same.”—Mrs. enough to see one-quarter of Paris."
Bertha
Meachan,
1134
N.
Penn.
said Mr. Holbrook. “Yet we crowded
day. Wednesday and Friday. Mrs.
Ave., Lansing, Mich.
in all that was possible.
Perfield grows steadily and builds on
"‘I had been sickly every since I
“The roads are in excellent condia firm foundation. Her work has was fifteen years old. After tak
spread to new studios in Japan, ing Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable tir n. with traffic fierce, and the pace
China. Egypt, India, through the ef Compound I got so I could do all of the taxi drivers enough to make
forts of Adelia I. Morgan, who is my housework and 1 am In good one catch their breath many times
"Returning we docked at East
making a world tour in the interests health.”—Mrs. Marie K. Williams,
Boston on the morning of Oct. 10.
of Trinity Principle Pedagogy.
Ketchikan,
Alaska.
* * * *
From Michigan to Alaska, from ai d the company separated, going to
Mrs. Perfield has made several vis Maine to Oregon and from Connecti their respective homes. Words can
its to Rockland, and for the past two cut to California letters are con not express what the trip meant to
summers has had a week's session tinually being written by grateful some of us. nor will time ever efface
with the teachers who are interested women recommending Lydia E. tl ■ memories connected therewith."
in her method and who teach it. Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound.
When two egotists meet, it is a
The Compound is made from
Four of these teachers are Miss
M: rgaret Stahl. Miss Mabel Lamb. roots and herbs and has been in use case of an I for an I.—Lahore < India)
' Tribune.
Miss Mabel Holbrook and Mrs. Sadie for over filt# years.

SICK WOMAN
SOON RECOVERS

Chevrolet Performance
is ThrilUng Millions/
Never before was a low-priced car
so delightful to drive as today’s
Chevrolet!

effortless gear shifting that have
made Chevrolet so decidedly
popular for congested traffic.

Fast get-away>* * easy, smooth op
eration ... high speed roadability
... unfailing power... and flashy
acceleration—

And never before was a low-priced
car so comfortable—for Chevro
let springs are 88% as long as the
wheel base...and built of chrome
vanadium steel!

—exactly the type of performance
that everyone wants
in an automobile
today!

And the source of
this matchless per
formance is the
Chevrolet valve-inhead motor, a motor
that has established
a world-wide reputa
tion for its remark
able power, depend
ability andeconomy*
In addition, there is
all the finger-tip
steering, all the pos
itive braking and

The

Chevrolet

valve-in*

such modern improve*
meats as AC air cleaner,
AC oil filter, improved oil
pump, chrome plated pistoo pins and Delco-Remy
starting lighting and igni
tion—features that make
thia remarkable power
plant •

The COACH

•595
The Touring
or Roadster
•

The Coupe

♦
•

• .*625

The4-Door
Sedan
....

Come in! Learn what
a feeling of confi
dence it gives you to
drive a car that is
powered for every
need . . . that is
smooth and quiet
at every speed . . .
that responds to the
slightest pressure on
the steering wheel.

$71
C
<

The Sport
Cabriolet ...
The Imperial
Landau • • •

•

$74

■ aJ

H-Ton Truck (Chassis Only)
1-Ton Truck- •
(Chassis Only)
AH price*f.o.b. Flint.Mich.

Clwck Chevrolet
They

Include the
handlKing and financing
charges available*

Then you’ll know
why millions have
acclaimed today’s
Chevrolet as the fin
est performer in the
low-price field 1

Sea View Garage
689 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 837-M

ROCKLAND, MAINE

The WORLD’S LARGEST BUILDER OF GEAR-SHIFT TRUCKS
r

T

I T Y
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CO S T

LOW

lace, Mrs. Nellie Belcher, Mrs. Marian
Young.
Mrs. Grace Young was
cashier. Only 25 cents a plate was
The pupils of the Matinicus school, charged, but everyone gave so gen
eighth grade, try their Hand at re erously that the proceeds amounted
porting, and under date of Oct. 11, to about $55.
Adelia Ames.
furnish the following interesting
• • • •
news items:
The weather being especially good
....
Oct. 2 two parties visited Criehaven.
x
Made of New Iron Only
The Matinicus school has four new Linola Young, Ruth Young and
Carefully Constructed
pupils, who have entered the first Thomas Young left first with Merrill
grade. Mary Beals, Isabelle Ames, Young. Maxwell Young wishing to
Freedom from Defects
Charles Pratt and Charles Lemont, co them one better borrowed the
Inside Smooth as Outside
making a total enrollment of 26.
fastest boat in Matinicus fleet,
Supt. Rowe of Warren visited the owned by Lavon Ames, and made the
Personal Supervision
school Sept. 15 and the girls and boys trip in seven and one-half minutes.
are all looking forward to the time Those in this party were Miss 'Wil
when he will make another visit.
liamson. Miss Jennie Young and Har
Ivan PhHbrook.
land, Clayton, Bradbury and Norris
... • .
Young.
Norris Young.
Miss Nellie Anne Williamson of
....
Hopkinton, Iowa, lias been sent to
Co.
Fernald Ames of the Vinalhaven
Matinicus by the Maine Sea Coast Fuel Co. has been here with 30 tons
Missionary Society to take charge of of coal and was planning to return
Established 1839
the church services through the with another load. He brings his own
BANGOR
MAINE
months ot September and October. truck. In which to deliver the coal
Miss Williamson before her connec and the truck makes him very popu
tion with the M. S. C. M. S. was a lar among the island boys. Every i/EAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
A. T. NORWOOD. Warran
teacher in a foreign mission school part not occupied by coal is occu
=9
for girls in Alexandria, Egypt. She pied by boys, whenever he starts out
has also taught in the high schools to make a delivery.
of her home state.
Vernon Philbrook.
iHarland Young.
. • . •
....
This fall Mr. Holmes, manager of
Miss Williamson and Miss Linola the fish wharf has been smoking a
Young were in charge of a very suc few herring and haddock, and he will
cessful baked bean supper, at the probably continue to do so through
church Oct. 7 with about 80 seated the winter.
on
at the tables. The waitresses were
Capt. Charles Ross of Rockland
Mrs. M. Malloy, Miss Evelyn Ames, who has been fishing a few miles
Miss Williamson, Miss Linola Young from Matinicus has landed large
Where
fifty-two
and Miss Ruth Young.
Those in fares of fish. The sole, which he is
charge of the kitchen were Mrs. fishing especially for, he lands on the
Statie Philbrook, Mrs. Maude Wiai- mainland.
Crosby Ames.
the trade
weeks
....
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ames visited
finds
every
at Vinalhaven last week, Mrs. Ames
it
staying until Sunday when Mr. Ames
•X'j.'yU. •
and daughter Ad»l'.a returned for her.
APPLES
year
fc/' •
They were guests of Mrs. George
w
Vow Can’t Feel Well When Kidneys Smith of Lane's Island.
Adelia Ames.
Act Sluggishly.
• • * ♦
♦
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Young went
O feel always tired, lame
to Rockland last week and from there
and achy is too often a
We also sell other produce which you raise, such
sign of improper kidney action.to "Gardiner where they visited Mrs.
mother and sister.
Mrs.
When the kidneys act sluggishYoung's

as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
Caroline Watson and Esther Lapham,
ly, waste poisons remain in the
who were leaving for Seattle, Wash
blood, and are apt to make one
ington.
Harland Young.
languid, stiff and achy, with
Best Prices
Quick Returns
dull headaches, dizziness and
BALKS AT "BOBS”
often nagging backache. A com
Impelled by a deep religious con
mon warning that the kidneys
are not acting right is scanty viction, a barber named Lipton at
or burning secretions. Assist Campbelltown, Cargyilshire, decided
the kidneys with Doan’s Pills. to forego the profits of bobbing or
Doan’s, a stimulant diuretic, shingling women's hair, and has ad
20 No. Side ’
BOSTON,
increase kidney activity. Are vertised accordingly in the local
endorsed from coast to coast. newspaper. He declares in effect
Faneuil Hall Market
MASS.
Ask your neighborI
that cutting women’s hair is con
121-S-tf
trary to the teaching of the holy
scripture and that therefore rone
need ask him to operate on her
tresses. Lipton was born a Jew but
has become a member of one of the
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidney*

MATINICUS

QUALITY

Dominating Clarion Features

CLARION

Wood &. Bishop

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO
ro

r

Keep Kidneys
Active!

1

T

P

KINGMAN & HEARTY, INC.

DOAN’S P,^LS

Fosur.Milbur»Co.,Mff.CliMn.,Bu««lo.N.Y.

strictest Christian sects.

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

